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Publisher's Note

In this third edition of the booklet "Economic Crisis War and

Revolution" we add three more articles taken from the People's March
website. The first two appeared in the June 2003 issue of the magazine

while the last appeared in the January 2004 issue of that magazine.

International developments are taking place at such speed, that there

have been major developments since this booklet first appeared in early
2002. So, there is need to update events. Yet most of the predictions
made in that first article are coming out to be true. Primarily the fact
that this economic crisis is deeper than any other in the post World War
II scenario has proved to be correct. Also that this will lead to growing
contention amongst the imperialist powers, with greater possibilities of
wars, has turned out correct. In March 2003 US imperialism aggressed

on Iraq. It then immediately threatened North Korea, Syria and Iran.

Temporarily bogged down in Iraq due to the heroic resistance of its
people, it is at present, quiet on other military fronts. But its aggressive
policies are bound to continue, particularly as its economic crisis deepens.

We hope these four articles will help the reader get a better insight into
the fast changing world events, in order to understand the dynamics of
what is taking place, and therefore how best to face it. We welcome
comments and any suggestions that will help better the analysis for
future editions.

New Vistas Publications
January 15,2004
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Economic Grisis, War and
Revolution

Arvind

It was Sept. 7. Four days before the attack on Washington and New

York. Shock waves shook the entire financial system as the US

government released its figures for August 2001. The GDP growth

rate in the second quarter was just 0 .Zoh, in spite of seven successive

cuts in interest rates, a big infusion of govemment spending, and a huge

tax rebate. There was a gigantic loss of 8 lakh jobs in the manufacturing
sector in just two monihs of July and August, taking the unemployment
rate (official) lo 4.9% compared to 4.5o/o a month earlier. While it was

still reeling under the shock of these figures, came the attack at the

very heart of the US's mighty financial/military empire. Shock turned

to disaster. $90 billion lost in crumbling skyscrapers; $ 10 billion lost by

US airlines alone due to two days closure; billions more lost by insurance

companies; huge losses to the US's financial sector due to a week's
closure of transactions, and due to the closure of Wall Street for 4 days

- the first time since World War I; andl"/o being written off the US

GDP due to the entire country being in a state of paralysis for at
least two days. The closure of Wall Street for four days led to a loss

of $3 3 Omillion to the four maj or merchant banks (Morgan Stanley, Merill
Lynch, Goldman Sachs and LehmanBros). Within l0 days ofthe attack,

Wall Street fell 15% and the IT (Information Technology) Nasdaq index

fell ll%r, and US airlines announced over one lakh lay-offs. That week

witnessed the worst fall in US stock market history, with share values

eroded by $ 1 .4 trillion (one tnllion is 1 000 billion). The Japanese Nikkei
stock index too fell to a 17 year low.

Synchronised Sinking
The US is not the only economy to be hit by the recession. What we

are seeing is that drop in the world economy is occurring simultaneously

in the three major blocks : continental Europe, The US and Japan, or

what one observer acerbically brands as the syncronised sinking.l The

second biggest economy in the world, Japan, whose economy has been

in a state of stagnation for over a decade, was in its worst ever post-
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war recession, well before the attack. Germany, the third biggest
economy in the world, was also in a severe crisis. Its growth projec_
tions for this year were the lowest amongst the I I oth", .r-_ron"
countries' In mid August itself, official data reveared that unemproy-
ment had been rising for the seventh consecutive month. The report
added, "a record number offirms are intprementing severe austerity
tneasures to combat the ravages of falling profits and recessionary
condilions".

These three largest economies account for over 60% of world out-
put. when the ripples in the tiny s.E. Asian economies in 1997 could
create tidal waves worldwide; one can well imagine the impact of re-
cession in the three major economies of the world. ln fact, a recession
in just the US, which alone accountsfor 29o/oofworld output, can send
the world economy into a tailspin. In fact, today, except roi trre chinese
(which has also seen a slowdown) and Russian (which just saw some
growth last year after a decade of corlapse) there is barely a single
economy in the world that is not in a state of stagnation, some ofwhich,
like Turkey, Incionesia and Argentina, are in a state of total coilapse.
Since the start of 2000, share prices have prummeted by 29%oriquidat-
ing more than $1 I trillion* of wealth 

- wiping out one-thira ofgtouat
wealth (EPW; Nov. 10, 200 1) According to the FTSE Ail-worrd Dorar
Index, in the year to Aug.20, 200 l, world industrial output has dropped
6'5%. This index, based on nine industrial and financial ,..to.., hur"
shown a massive drop : US ( -13%); Canada (_lg%); UK (_16%);
I apan (- I 5Yo); Argentina (-26%); Brazil (_28%);Colombia 1_Zl U); fw_
key (-45%).

A recession is said to exist if the growth rate of GDp* of a countqr
turns negative for two consecutive quarters (3-month periods). At the
global level if GDP growth rate drops berow 2.5o/o theworrd economy
is said to be in recession. The recession in the r970s was precipitated
by the overnight hike in oil prices 

- the oil shock. The .crisisi in the
s.E. Asian economies in 1997, was no real.crisis'but an attack on
those economies by the FIIs. These, together with the other distur-
bances, were short-lived troughs within ihe generar srowdown in the
world economy since the 1970s. with globalisation and the gigantic
growth of the speculative economy, frequent crashes and partiar .""or-
eries are inevitable. In the years 1975, l9g2 and 1991, which were
years of recession, global GDp grew by l.gyo, l.2oh and L4oh respec_
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tively. The investment bank, J.P. Morgan, predicts a global growth rate

in the currentyear of l.60/..

But, the current recession is unlike the earlier three. This
has not been caused by just one or two factors, but is the result
of the endemic weakness within the bourgeois system itself' to
which has been added the volatility of artificially boosted finan-
cial and infotech bubbles*. The crash is likely to be far deeper

and far more devastating in its impact. The current recession is

a classic case of the crisis of overproduction. This has been com-

bined with the bursting of the financial (stock-market, debt mar-
ket, real estate, etc) and infotech bubbles. The two combined,

make a devastating mix.
Look at the crisis of over production. Demand has been drying up,

leading to cuts in productron and mass retrenchment. This is further

reducing demand, resulting in over-production and burgeoning stocks,

intensifying the crisis. This is clearly visible in Japan, the US, Germany

and all other stagnant economies, since the last one year.

Together with this, the slackening of industrial production led to risky
and speculative finance capital investments of huge quantities in the

stock market*, debt market*, real estate, IT sector, etc. As much of
this market capitalisation was speculative, with little real business, ac-

tual profits or commensurate retums, most of these bubbles burst. The

balloon can be stretched to a certain extent, anything beyond it, it will
burst. This is what happened first in Japan, now in the US.

Since Sept.11 the downturn in the economies of the world has got

aggravated. In early December 2001, it was announced that the Ameri-

can economy was in recession since March of that year. The OECD

has predicted the worst growth rate in l8 years (since 1982) for its
member countries. Its 30 members are expected to grow by just 1%

this year and l.2o/o in2O02.It also predicts that for many countries, like

the EU countries, the situation next year could even be worse than the

current year. World trade growth in the first half of 2001 fell to as low

as l%o, compared to 12.5o/o in the same period last year.

Through October and November 2001, daily reports continued to

appear of TNCs retrenching their employees. Motorola, the US telecom

mammoth,laid off a further 7,000 in November, taking the years total to

32,000 -26% of its work force. It faces its first operating loss in 45

years. The bankruptcy of Enron, the largest corporate crash in history,



is a further indication of the depth of the crisis. The French telecom
giant, Alcatel, announced a third quarter (Jury to Sept.) loss of $507
million and retrenchment of 10,000 workers. Deutche Bank, Germany,s
biggest bank, announced further job cuts of 4,500, taking the years,
total to over 7,000. Airlines throughout the worid have suffered losses
of about $12 billion this year and retrenched 2 lakh employees. Latery,
the Belgian airlines, Sabena, closed down, while the Swiss and Scandi_

l-1u1u' 
airli,es reported huge losses and job cuts. Unemployment in the

US jumped by as much as half u p".."rtug. point in just one month,
taking itto 5.4%o in october. During the coupre ofmonths to Nov.200l,
93,000 internet-rerated jobs alone were lost. The IMF has estimated
that by the end ofnext year 26 million people will lose theirjobs throughout
the world.

worst affected by the recession are countries of the third world that
systemx. hs
by about in

direct resurt of the 'rtornao.oli ffitJ, children woruwiae wifidie from disease and malnutrition and l0 million rnore peoplewill fall below the bank,s extreme poverty line of $1 a day. Al_
ready major countries.like Turkey, Argentina and Indonesia are iacing
its worst economic crisis in post worlJwar two history.

It is amidst this state of acute crisis that we must view Bush,s war-
mongenng statements. We must look beyond the mere events of Sept. I I ,to understand the economic compursions pushing the US to wai. The
intemational media just focus on un uggr"..i*re Bush or a 'terrorist, Bin
Laden; a hawkish US administration or a 'fanatical' Islam. Though
immediate events may be the higger, the causes lie far deeper, with the
Sept'.11 event acting as a mere cataryst. weil before s'"pi. tt, trr"
world economy was already into recesslon, with America being one of
the latest victims' It is this that has been fueiling new uggr"rrrr".r"..
amongst the major imperialist powers and their agents tilioughout the
world' The economic compulsions pushing the imperialists tI aggres-
siv-e posturing goes deeper than the whi-Joru Bush or a Brair. This is
reflected in, not only the war posturing of the US and Britain, but also
of-the imperialists ganging up at Doha to push a ,New Round, which
will have even more disastrous imprications for third worrd economres.
It is also reflected in the scrambre for central Asian oil, with the uS



establishing miirtary bases in 5 CIS* countries, much to the discomfort
of, not only Russia, but also its European allies.

But, before taking stock of the extent and nature of the global

economic crisis, let us first see the link between the recession and the

war posturing of the Bush regime.

Recession and War
In these conditions of recession, war serves four purposes.

First, it helps revive the stagnant market, through a big leap

in the sale of arms.
Second, it helps to ferociously attack all backrvard countries,

to enable it to push the burden of the recession on to the backs

of the third world countries.
Third, recession intensifies the contention for the dwindling

markets, with an economically weakened US superpower, hav-
ing to flex its military muscle to defend its markets and spheres

of influence, from the newly rising imperialist powers' particu-
larly Europe.

And fourth, it acts to divert the attention of the masses from
their increasing impoverisation, and as a pretext for introducing
fascist measures to ruthlessly suppress the growing discontent
of the masses.

First, the crisis of overproduction can to some extent be cushioned,

by boosting a stagnant market through a big hike in arms sales. During
a demand-induced recession (or crisis of over-production) when de-

mand for commodities dries up, the government boosts demand in the

armament-linked sector through war. Warprofiteering is always known
to give huge returns. With this sector thriving many companies gear

their production (and new investment) to meet the demands of war. In
this way the bourgeoisie seeks to come out of its crisis. This scenario

can be seen today in America.
The arms lobby has a large representation in the Bush Cabinet.

Though it already has a gigantic budget of $300 billion (plus an addi-
tional $30 billion on intelligence), the Bush administration sanctioned an

additional $20 billion for its immediate war offensive, with promises of
much more. Within a fortnight of the attack, the US govemment hiked

defense spending to $344 billion. In addition, the US arbitrarily scrap-

ping the ABM (anti-ballistic missile) Treaty and pushing ahead with the

NMD (National Missile Defence) project, in spite of opposition from its
5



allies, is a further indication of the war-plans of the US. Already in the
year 2000, a Congressional Research Report, printed in the New york
Times, showed that international arms sales grew b y g%o to$40 billion;
of which the uS contracted for $rg.6 billion. 'The Econorn rsr,, one of
the chief apologists ofUS/British imperiarism, went so far as to state, in
iis issue after the Sept.1 r attack, thai wa. is not necessarily a bad thing
in periods ofrecession. In an articre entitred"The wages if war, inthe
sept.22129 issue it added: "Government spending, in thi other hand,
typically shoots up in war time. It is widely credited, during the
Second lVorld War, with removing the lasi vestiges of the Great
Depression. It also fuelled booms during the Korian ind vietnam
wars- A massive increase in spending on airport security, border
controls and a military buitd-up in America may yet have a simirar
effect".In other words, the imperialists are alread'yialking of the need
for war to pull the economy out of recession!! That i{to put The
Economist's words crudely: mass murder in order to sustain piofits.

The second aspect of this recession will mean a big economic of-
fensive against the people and nations of the third worrd. It will aggres-
sively push its 'economic reforms' no matter what the cost to the local
people. In recessionary conditions its desperation for markets
becomes all the more acute, and rike a frenzied mad dog it bites
all and sundry if there is not totar compriance to its wishes. Thig
was reflected in the manner the imperialists bulldozed the, New Round,
on the third world at the wro Doha meet. It is also reflected in the
US's threats to aggress on other countries (like Iraq, philippines, Soma-
lia, Sudan, etc) after Afghanistan is finished with.

Such aggressive policies will result in growing resistance from the
people of these countries. There will be a growth in the struggles for
national liberation against imperiarism, particularly US imperialism, and
its lackeys. If not led by the proletariat, this may take varied forms,
from petfy-bourgeois nationalism, to religious and ethnic forms ofpro-
test, to spontaneous riots and violent outbursts. The outbreak in Argen-
tina in early December 200r is an indication of things to come. But,
more and more it will take on armed forms, with peopL having experi-
enced the futility of peaceful methods in the face of monsters and ty-
rants. Bush's declaration of war is not just against an osama Bin Laden,
it is a declaration of war against the anti-imperiarist people of the world.
He shrieked 'lhose who are nol with us, ctre againsl us,. In other



words, those who do not prostrate before US imperialism's economic,
political and military demands, can be branded as 'terrorists', attacked

and killed. What was done in the post-war period through secret, co-

vert operations, the Bush administration now seeks to do openly. They
will now not hesitate to attack any third world country that does not
fully bow to its wishes.

Third, with recession, the scramble amongst the imperialist powers

for markets gets intensified. The only superpower, US imperialism, seeks

to maintain its markets, while the up-and-coming imperialist powers,

particularly the EU countries, try to displace US markets. Both also

scramble formarkets once under Soviet imperialist domination and the

newly opened Chinese market. Other imperialist powers, like Japan

and Russia, also contend. US imperialism, as a weakened economic
power (more so with the current recession) must resort to mili-
tary muscle flexing to keep the other imperialist lrcwers at bay.
This will result in growing contention amongst the imperialist
powers. This will result in greater protectionism, growing finally
into imperialist blocs. At present no rival imperialist power has

the mititary strength anywhere near that of the US. But, as their
military prorvess develops, it will lead to armed confrontations
resulting in a third world war. But, this will take time. For the
present, the main source of war will be US imperialism, thq num-
ber one enemy of the world people. They will use war and the

threat of war to maintain and extend their spheres of influence.
Fourthly, with a deepening recession, increasingly fascist methods

are being adopted throughout the world giving little space for peaceful

opposition. It is the fear of the growing armed opposition that is result-

ing in the war cry of all the reactionaries to ' ./ight internqtional ler'
rorism'. As it is, the massive anti-globalisation demonstrations in the

developed countries are gaining in militancy and strength, making it
difficult for the imperialist robber barons to even hold their gatherings.

So, after the upsurge of the anti-globalisation demonstrations, from Se-

attle to Genoa, the WTO ministerial meeting was held in the autocratic

princely State of Qatar, where all demonstrations are banned and none

given visas to enter the country. Within days of the attack, under the

pretext of increasing security, the US, Europe, and most countries

throughout the world, including India, have begun further curtailment of
civil liberties and a whipping up of a nationalist chauvinist, anti-Islamic,



hysteria. This has been particularly loud in America and Britain, which
urgently needs to rally the people around their governments' war of-
fensive. Many countries have already introduced draconian anti-terror-
ist, anti-immigrant and anti-people fascist laws.

In the aftermath of the Sept.1 1 attack, the sea-saw statements ema-

'war' to also consolidate its geo-politicarpositions andmarkets through-
out the world at the expense of the other imperialist powers.

Already the cracks rn the imperialist alliance are visible, with not
only Europe, but also Britain opposing the extending ofthe warbeyond
Afghanistan. Even in Afghanistan there were open fissures on how the
war should be conducted. The uS was hesitant to use the services of
the EU's offer of military assistance, in
the Central Asian pie. Besides, under zr,
the US has moved swiftly to establish an
attempt to keep Russia, Europe and china away from the vast oil and
gas reserves in Central Asia.

So, also, the attack on Afghanistan is not merely about Osama Bin
Laden and his forces. No doubt, this is one aspect - to crush Islamic
opposition to imperialism. But three other factors are operating in the
uS's military plans. First, given Afghanistau's enormous strategic im-

countries to fall in line or else face possible attack. In fact, the attack on
Afghanistan satisfies both the arms and petroreum lobbies, which have
a large presence in Bush's cabinet.

Afghanistan holds the key to the transport of the vast oil and gas
reserves in central Asia, for which there is acute competition between
the US, Europe and Russia. In fact, a year ago, France went so far as
to invite the Taliban for talks. Dealing with the Taliban would have
given the French companies a head start in building a pipeline across
the country to bring central Asia's gas and oil to South Asia. As'The



Economist' reported, 2 "lhe potential rewards are enormous". Both
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan are desperate for collaborations and out-
lets for their huge reserves. 'The Economist' added, "this places
Arnerica in a quandary. If its relations with lran do not rapidly
improve, qnd its faltering attempts to pipe Central Asian oil and
gas westwards tfuough the Cqucasus collapse, a trans-Afghan pipe-
line may become its best hope of counlering the Russian, Chinese,

and lraniatr inJluence in Central Asia".
So, the attack on Afghanistan has a twin purpose - first to stamp

out an important source of Islamic opposition to the US imperialists;
second, to create a docile Afghan govemment that will open the gates

to the treasures of Central Asia. And with these war manoeuwes, the

US can also successfully checkmate France's attempts at gaining a

head start in the region, and flush out Russian and Chinese influence in
the region, through sheer muscle power.

With the growing recesssionary conditions such scrambles for mar-
kets and sources of raw materials will get ever more fierce. And it will
be the US that will be the chief source of war, to threaten, bully, brow-
beat and force countries to accept its dictates.

Now, to understand fully the implications of the dangerous war situ-
ation being provoked by the US there is need to understand the depths

ofthe impending recession, not only in the US, but throughout the world.

Worldwide Impact
The downturn in the world economy began by March 2000. In the

year ending March 31, 2001 stock markets* fell everywhere and over
the year $ I 0 trillion ( 1 trillion : I 000 billion) was wiped off global share

values* - equivalent to America's annual output or 30%o of the world
GDP - of which $4 trillion was the loss suffered in the US alone 3 Of
this the US economy lost $5 trillion in market capitalisation. India lost
$40 billion. The table 4 on next page gives a picture of the drop in the

market capitalization* in some of the major countries of the world.
By March 2001 itselfJapan's Nikkei index was at its lowest level in

26 years having lost 70% of its value since 1989. America's Nasdaq

index saw a 60o/o loss in the one year to March 200 I . Germany' s Nemax
index fell 67o/oto Dec.2000, and the UK's Techmark index fellby 57o/.

in the same period s.
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Market Capitalization ($ billi,:ns)

March 2000 I March 2001 Loss
109 38 - 6s.1

us (N 6,253 2,652 - 57.6
lndonesia - 55.0
Philippines 45 26 - 42.9
S.Korea 274 157 - 42.9
Malaysia 178 107 - 39.9
India 227 r40 - 38.3
Japan 4,466 2,259 - 20.3
Singapore r68 t23 - 26.8
UK 2,833 2,259 - 20.3
HongKong 651 54 - 16.5

The figures mentioned in the above chart are till March 2001. After
either declined . Then
the Sept. I I att ght all
fell in value by Oyo.It

Stock index Number* 7o Change

On Sept. 5
2000

On Sept.
2001

27 Since Sep.S
2001

Dow Jones Industrial
Average

l0,o:: 8,567 -15

Nasdaq Comp. 1.759 1.4& -t1
Bntam(FTSE 100) 5,316 4,717
t;ermany (Dax) 5,049 4.t36 - ld
rrance (sul-250 2,960 2,526 I5
Japan 10,599 9,697 -uy
Slngapore 1,623 1,31I I9
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Stock index Number* 7o Change

On Sept.
2000

5 On Sept.
2001

27 Since Sep.S

200 1

S. Korea s52 472 -14
Thailand 338 275 19

India 3D 2,716 -16

Now, if we turn to other indicators, it has been estimated that in the

second quarter of this year (April to June 2001) the combined GDPs of
the major economies of America, the Euro Area and Japan fell for the

first time since 1990. But, at that time growth was relatively brisk in the

East Asian countries. This time, they too are in serious trouble, with
industrial production having dropped by as much as l0o/o or more over
the past year 6.It will be thc first time since 1973 that the two major
economies of the world - accounting for 47o/o of the world GDP -
are simultaneously in recession.

In addition, the growth in volume of world trade in the last year slowed
to around 4oh comparedto l3yo in the previous year 

- the sharpest de-

cline since 1975. In fact, the US has, defacto, been exporting its current
depression to third world countries as its huge drop in imports has already

had a disastrous impact on those countries dependent on the US.for a

market. Globalisation has increased this dependence enornously. Today,
American imports amount to 6o%ofthe rest ofthe world's GDP, compared

to just 3% in 1990. ln the second quarter ofthis year the growth of Ameri-
can imports dropped to minus l0o/o, compared to a growth rate of 20"h in
the same period lastyear. One can well imagine the impact of such a huge

drop in imports, particularly on the countries ofEast Asia, which are heavily
dependent on exports to the US.

By December 2000 itself it was clear that a crisis of overproduction
was deepening. World manufacturing capacity was around 600/o - the
lowest since the 1960s 7. Global industrial production fell at an annual
rate of 6%o in the first half of 2001, the sharpest dive in hvo decades. The

crisis in the steel sector illustated the malaise. Huge stocks, crashing prices

and a collapse in eamings, have dominated steel production worldwide.
Nonvithstanding the daily propagation ofthe so-called American boom,

this period of globalisation has been witness to a series of crises. The
volatiiity in the capitalist system has increased enormously. During this
decade of globalisation, the world's second largest economy, Japan, stag-
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nated throughout, with an average growth rate ofjust 1%; the third largest
economy in the world, Germany, has been limping along with an average
growth rate of I .5oh tlrough the 1990s; Russia, the CIS*and much of East
Europe have been in continuous recession for much of the penod; there
was the stock market crash of 1987 and the 'savings and loan' crises in the
USA in 1992 & 1994; there was the 1995 crash of the Mexican economy;
then there was the 1997 crash in S.E.Asia followed by the even more
disastrous crash in Russia and CIS* countries in 1998; the crash in Brazllin
1999; and, since the last year we have been witnessing the total collapse of
the Turkish and Argentinean economies. One must see the onqoming re-
cession in this background.

Not only that, the entire hype of the great advantages of globalisation
is a gigantic hoax. As the Monthly Review brought outs "the expan-
sion of the 1990s is the slowest in the post war era.......... The rate
of growth of nalional output since the recoyery and expansion
began in l99l is about half the rate for the 1950-73 period....".".
Whereas US GDP grew by more than 52'% during the eight-year
expansion from 1961 ta 1969, it hos increased only half that much
in the eight years since 1991. By any post war comparison, the
performance of the US economy - and with it the world ecanomy

- in the 1990s has been remarkably anaemic".
The following table e brings this out lucidly:

Average Annual growth rate of real GDP
in the OECD countries

Period Groth rate (o/o)

1960 to73 4.9%
1973 to79 3.0%
1979 to 89 2.8%

i989 to 99 2.40A

In other words, the growth rates in the major 24 developed coun-
tries was at its lowest in the period of globalisation. The MR article
adds: "for all the euphoric talk of the 'new economy', for all the
exlravagant claims for new technologies and globalising markets,
tlten, llre world capitalist econotry) in the 1990s has been charac-
lerized by poor rates of growth in output, productivity and aver-
age income.r ...... For the tnass of humankind outside the core

#
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areas of lhe wortJ economy, the overull pattern ltas beert ortc of
retrogression: declinirtg living standards, dramatic increases itt

social inequality, pauperisation of large sections of lhe popula-
tion. We are dealing, in short, with systemic problenrs thal plague
global capilalism as a whole, not mere di,screte failings of a spe-

cific model".
The much-hyped boom of the 1990s was, in essence, a boom

for an excessively small class of elite. Even in the flS, which has

gained the maximum from glubalisation, it benefited only the
richest of the American population, bypassing, not only the work-
ers, but also the bulk of the middle classes. According to a re-
port,l0 the fruits of economic growth in the last few decades in
the US "were enjoyed by a surprisingly smill put of the popula-
tion, lhe top 20o/o, and ptrticularly tlre richest 1%. Living cortdi-
tions of the middle classes sttgnated in the 1990s". The real earn-
ings of US production workers dropped by l4oh in the private
sector between 1973 and 1995. It is these worsening living con-
ditions, which are at the root of the new upsurge of people's
movements against globalisation"

Globalisation has also given unheard of wealth to a handful of bi1-

lionaires, with disparities between the rich and the poorreaching unbe-

lievable levels. It is this concentration of wealth in the hands of the top
strata of sociery that has been much propagated as the success of
globalisation. The festering rot was deep, but this was masked by the
glamour and glitter of the top l0 toZlo/o. As the 1999 LINDP's Human
Development Report says'. "the income gap between the richest fifth
of the population and the poorest fifth stood at 3:l in 1820, 1l:l
in 1913,30:l in 1970,60:1 in 1990 and 86:l by 1997. In 1997.

the top 20%, living nrostly in high income counlries, earned 86%o

of world GDP and the bottom 20% just loZ" tt.In 1850 today's rich
countries accounted for 35Yo of the world's total income. By the 1980s

they accounted for 68%o. The difference between the per-capita in-
comes of the poor and rich countries increased fromlloh in the 1850s

to more than 1000% in the 1980s. Between 1989 and 1996 the number
of billionaires increased from 157 to 447. The net wealth of the 10

richest persons is one-and-a-half times the total incomes of all the Least

Developed Countries*. (Econonic Times; Dec.l l, 2001)
Now, with the current recession, the rot is coming to the surlace.
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The glitter of hi-tech pomp is rading. The glamour of TV, Internet and

vulgar consumerism can no longer mask the deep gangrenous infesta-

tions eating into the very vitals of this so-called globalised system. Pop

culture is being replaced by war culture. Fake talk of human rights and

democracy are being replaced by naked calls to war, to kill (capture

'rlead or alive'), to anti-Islamic'crusades', and to strangulate even

the limited sovereignty of countries in the name of ' those who are not

with us are against as'.In this period of recession, the fascist claws

ofreaction around the world are coming out into the open with its xeno-

phobic hysteria. And, together with all this, the brutality of this system

continues to take an enorrnous toll of, not only the peoples of Asia,

Africa, Latin America, Russia, CIS, East Europe and the Middle East,

but also of the working class of the developed countries.

So, globalisation has never been the great boon to society as propa-

gated. Even by their own standards it has been sick, fraught with vola-

tility and crises, and anaemic from the very staft. lts inbuilt weaknesses

have now come to the fore, and are threatening devastation not seen

since World War II. Now, let us take a look at the depth of the crisis in

the major economies of the world, to get a better understanding what

this oncoming recession means to the oppressed masses in India and

worldwide.

US in Shambles
In the year 2000 itself, GDP growth rate* in the US halved to 2-5o/"

compared to 5o/o in 1999. As a result of falling share prices, the net

worth of American households fell in the year 2000 for the first time

since records have been kept 55 years ago. By end 2000 certain econo-

mists were already predicting a severe crash of the US economy- In an

article of Dec. 2000 entitled, USA ; Making of a Crash12, Fredric

Clairmont brought out the gravity of the situation, when he said: "by all
indicators the US economy is on the skids: tumbling stock markets

the drop in personal incomes, vastly diminished consutner
confidence and lower consumption. Debt loaded balance
sheets hat,e becorne the nightmare of Corporate Arnerica asUS

non-financial corporate debt is surging with unprecedented
velocity, already engulfing 45% of GDP." He predicted "the grim

runtblings of one of the worst econontic collapses in the making

since the end of the Second World War".
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'fhe US economy entered the current year, amicist a drastic fall in
the Stock Exchange, falling corporate profits, increasing unemployment

and reduced consumption expenditure, and spiralling debts of both the

govemment and of the private citizen. There appeared no positive sign

from any sector that could work to revive it. Already, by Dec.2000,

according to 'The Economisl' (Jan.6, 2001), manufacturing activity
fell to its lowest since April 1991, the end of the previous recession. In
the second half of 2000, 36,000 dot com employees lost theirjobs; there

were 5 lakh lay-offs in Nov.2000, rvith General Motors laying off 15,000,

Whirlpool 6,300 and Aetna 5,000.

Well before the Sept. 1 1 attack there was already talk of the economy

going into recession. Even after the massive dose of funds pushed into

the consumer's hands (the interest reductions alone gave an extra $6.5

billion to consumers on their credit card expenditure) and the resulting

increase in consumer spending by 2.5o/o, the growth rate dropped to as

low as A.2%o in the second quarter of the year. A11 economic indicators

dropped drastically: industrial production fe1l again in July for the tenth

consecutive month - the longest period of decline since 1983; corpo-

rate profitability was down l2Yo and corporate defaults were soaring;

the use of industrial capacity at77.4'Yo was the lowest since 1983; and

the stock exchange dropped a fuither 8% in the first six months of the

year.lS
Layoff announcements reached such levels not seen since the 1980s.

In June, Business Week reported that claims for jobless benefits had

risen over the 4-lakh mark, "a level usually associated with reces-

sion". By end August, US jobless was at a nine-year high reaching

4.9%o of the population. 1a The job cuts continued apace. Big layoffs
were taking place in the automobiles sector, IT sector and even in the

financial services sector. Ford and General Motors temporarily closed

down their US plants, as did other motorcar plants. Ford retrenched

5000 more white-collar workers. The steel industry was in the dol-
drums, with 18 firms having gone bankrupt, including two of America's

biggest producers, LTV and Bethlehem steel. Plagued by over-capac-

ity, steel prices slipped to a2\-year low. AOL Time Warner announced

a 7 .5%, job cut reducing staff by 1,200. Over-and-above the 25,000 j obs

lost since the beginning of the year in the investment banking ftrms,
Citigroup announced another 3.500 job losses, and Morgan Chase and

Goldman Sachs announced plans for big operational cuts. The internet
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sector alone lost jobs over I lakh in 2001 i.e. 2.5 times to the las{ year
figure.

Corporate profits have been falling at a dramatic speed. In the first
quafter of 2001, the S&P's top 500 companies showed a drop of 6.1'k;
in the second quarter profits fell by 17.3%. Profits in the technology
segment fell by 40Y, in the first quafier, and was expected to drop by
600/, in the second quarter. Overall profits of major companies are ex-
pected to drop by 8% this year. In the second quarter, companies' capi-
tal spending plummetedbyan (annualized) 13.6Yo, itsbiggest drop since

the 1982 recession.
It was under these desperate circumstances that the Bush adminis-

tration came out with its monetarist medicine to boost domestic spend-

ing and spur new investment. In unprecedented measures, the govern-
ment reduced interest rates 8 times in every month from January to
September 2001, thereby reducing the interest rates by over half from
6.5%o to 3%. This was supposed to spur corporate investment by re-
ducing the cost of capital. This was also meant to boost consumiition
through the availability of cheap credit 

- 
the bulk of US consumers

purchase on credit cards and through instalment payments on which
interest is charged; a reduction in interest rates makes credit and instal-
ment payment cheaper, encouraging expenditure. In addition to this,
they decided on a $1.3 trillion tax rebate of which $38 billion was re-
funded in the current year, with the sole purpose of further boosting
consumption expenditure. la

Yet, in spite of such drastic measures (where the tax cuts alone
amount to boosting the GDP by half percent) the economy has not
recovered; on the contrary it went into an even deeper depression. The
third quarter (July to Sept.) corporate profits reported were the worst
in a decade. So, for example, both Kodak and Intel reported a 77o/o

drop in third quarter profits. In spite of all the money pumped in
and nine consecutive cuts in interest rates, third quarter results
showed that the US's econom-v contracted by 0.4oh*.

After the Sept. I I th attack, there was a leap in the number of lay-
offs. The airlines have already retrenched over one lakh; Boeing an-

nounced a3A%o cut, laying off 30,000; Honeywell announced a 12,000

cut, tourism and hotels were announcing big cuts, as was insurance,
banks and the entire IT and telecom sector. As the New York Times
reported "six days ago (i.e. before Sept. I l) lhe economy seemed to
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be ot best stagnant. Now, as a result of last week alone, nxany
experts believe that it is already contractin.g, perhaps by as ntuch
as an qnnual rate of lok". ts

After the Sept. ll attack on the US, to prevent a further slide
in the economy, the Bush Administration came out with a mas-
sive Marshal Plan-type* package to try and prevent a reces-
slon. \Yithin two days it injected $70.2 billion into the system by
buying llovernment securities and arranged a $50 billion swap
with the European Central Bank. It pushed through a $40 bil-
lion spending bill - half of it for war on 'terrorism' and half for
relief work. In addition, it has planned a $15 billion bailout pack-
age for the crisis-ridden US Airline industry.l6 Together with all
this, at the international plane, the ECB and a number of Cen-
tral Banks immediately pumped in $80 billion to prevent any
bank defaults; and 13 countries simultaneously reduced their
interest rates.

In spite of all attempts to boost the economy, layoffs continued, con-
surner confidence fell further and investmenr continued to stagnate. In
the month of October the huge layoffs continued, and there were nu-
rnerous reports of a drop in corporate profits. Sears Roebuckcut22Yo
of its workforce, BankofAmenca 7.5%oof itsinvestmentbranch, Kodak
cut70o/o,the huge entertainment industr-v has cut 10% of its 1999 peak,
and Merrill Lynch announced cuts of l5% of its worldwide workforce.
This is just some of those reporled; daily reports appear of US compa-
nies laying off workers. In October4,68,000 jobs were lost, and in No-
vember it was 3,31,000. Together, this constituted the sharpest decline
in 20 years. With all other efforts ofrevival having so far failed, Bush's
war cry can be an attempted solution of last resort. No doubt, other
compulsions are also there, but an attempt at economic revival through
war is one factor. With the crisis deepening, in end.October, the US
government announced yet another $ 100 billion stimulus package plus
a further halfpercent cut in interest rates (the third cut since Sept. I 1),

bringing it down to 2o/o - the lowest since 1961. More important, it
placed its highest ever order for defence equipment - of hundreds of
the latest fighterjets worth roughly $300 billion with Lockheed Martin.
Deliveries of these are expected from 20U5. No wonder it was defence
stocks that were doing the best on the American stock exchange.

Yet, there is no sign of a recovery. In fact, in end November the US
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What then is the genesis of this recession in the USA?

economy in a state of atrophy, the speculative bubbles began to
burst one after another. A debt dependent economy has a snow-
balling effect once the tempo of growth cannot be maintained.

The crisis of overproduction is a necessary aspect of capitalism
from which the capitalist can never escape. It arises from the inbuilt

not grow proportionately resulting in a crisis of overproduction.
In the early 1990s, taking advantage of the setback to communisrn

quintile has increase d,by l5%r, and the income of the top lo/o,by more
than 100%.

A look at the Fortune 500 listings indicates clearly that the market
for commodities has not been growing. wrrereas profits have been huge,
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sales have been stagnant, particularly of US TNCs. Tlroughout the

1990s these huge surpluses were used to buy up other companies in a

wave of Mergers and Acquisitions unprecedented in the history of capi-

talism. Each acquisition was followed by a 'rationalisation' package,

which entailed the displacement of thousands of workers. so, with these

M & As, though profits skyrocketed due to greater productivify (par-

ticularly through;@Jarge investments made in the IT sector), markets

didtlofinue-a-e due to dtsplacement of labour, reduction in social secu-

utsourcin g, contracting.

up by a gigantic rise in
the top one Percent, it

could in no way balance the market shrinkage caused by the huge drop

in purchasing power of the masses worldwide. Besides M & As, vast

amounts of the surplus went in speculative activities, creating the finan-

cial and infotech bubbles*. with markets not growing, little of the sur-

plus went into creating new production. with impoverisation reaching

unimaginable levels, and capital accumulation continuing at a frenzied

pace, a crisis of overproduction was inevitable. with the returns on

investment being much higher in the service sector (particularly finan-

cial) vast amounts of new capital generated found their way into the

so-called ICE (information, communication & entertainment) sectors.

The share of GDP generated from the service sector in the uS in-

creased from64o/o in 1980 to74%o in 1999'

The pace of Acquisitions has its limits, and the tioth of speculative

profits can exist only on the base of the productivity economy. once

ih" br." becomes shaky the bubbles in the froth begin to burst. This

was the situation that hit Japan a decade back; it is what began hitting

the uS economy from mid-2000. The cycle of dropping consumer de-

mand, rising stocks, increasing layoffs and reduced corporate profits

has been pullirrg the uS economy down since a year-and-a-half. The

Bush administra'cion has sought to revive itby increasing consumer de-

mand by continuous cuts in interest rates and a massive tax rebate -
but, so far, Jhis has been ineffectiv'e. After the sept.1 I attack it has, in

addition, sought a Marshal-Plan* type infusion of funds, together with

war expenditure. It is yet to be seen what impact this has on the

economy.
Now, to look at the secorid aspect - the financial bubble, built around

gtgantic quantities of debt (mostly bonds and equity share s)* . There is
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no aspect of the US economy that is not laden with massive
arnounts of debt. The Public Debt*, the Corporate Debt, the
Trade Debt (called Current Account Deficit - CAny* and even
the Household Debt, have all reached astronoxnical levels. These
have been built on the basis of the confidence gained by; a strong dollar,
high interest rates, and the rise of an exceedingly powerful banking
industry which has grown to mammoth size through 8,000 M & As (in
the 1980-98 period) involving $2.4 trillion in acquired assets. As a result
money from all parts of the world have been flowing into the US econorny.

According to the Federal Reserve Board's data the aggregate out-
standing public debt grew from S 1 ,028 billion in 1964 to $25,679 billion
in 1999 - an annual compound rate of 9.6% which tar outstrips the
growth of GDP. This amounted to more than halfthe world's outstand-
ingpublic debt. The total foreign holdings ofUS financial assets (stocks,
treasury and corporate bonds) is over $ 42 trillion*. It is this vast infu-
sion of funds that resulted in a rate ofmarket capitalization in the t 994-
99 period faster than that of even the 1925-29 boom. If we look at the
domestic business financial sector's debt, it rose from $53 billion in
1964 lo over $7.6 trillion in 1999 

- a 1 44-fold increase. In the foreign
trade sector, the CAD grew nearly ten-fold over the 8 years from -$48
in 1992 to -$420 billion in 2000 - i.e. 4%o of the GDp. r7 This huge
deficitrequires an annual injection of $500 billion to sustain it.

If we turn to household spending we find that here too the debt has
risen dangerously in the last few years. Personal borrowings have leapt
from26%o of personal incorne in 1985 to 34oh in 2000. As a result the
household savingratio, as apercentage ofdisposable income has dropped
from 8% in 1990 to less than -0.8% today 

- a post-war low, similar to
the depression year of 1933.21 In other words, people are spending
more than they earn, leaving a huge yearly deficit of $247 billion. A
booming stock market (giving an illusion of wealth) and a relatively low
unemploynentrate aroused confidence for such profligate expenditure
that fuelled the huge consumer expenditure, which created a demand
for not only American goods, but also imports from all over the w.orld.
This confidence now lies shattered due to the fall in stock prices and
the rise in unernployment, and will strongly impact future purchasing
abrlity.

These huge debts need to tre continuously serviced, and all
the factors that facilitated the massive infusion of funds are now
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reversed - a weakened dollar, Iow interest rates, a declining

stock market, and a shaky linancial sector. This has resulted in

the bursting of the bubble and the artificially created boom'

In addition there has been a huge crash in the infotech bubble*,

which was the backbone of the so-called 'new economy'. An example

of this bubble was reflected in the rise and fall in value of the dot com

stock. To take an example, Yahoo's share price dropped from $237 to

$15; Lycos from $109 to $11.25. 18 There has also been a massive

slowdown in the computer hardware industry and the other factors of
the .new economy'; i.e. in the communications, entertainment, and tour-

ism sectors. Tourism, the largest industry in the world, has been the

worst hit after the Sept.11 attack.

So, to sum up, the present recessionary-type conditions in the US

egonomy is the result of a combination of
together with a bursting of the bubble in the

tors of the economy. The causes are deep-ro

and not the result of just one or two factors. It is for this reason that

recovery (even if partial) will not be that easy as it was with the other

downturns in the past three decades.

Japan: Silverlining
Japan ion, the worst in the post-warpenod'

This rece a decade long period of stag4ation,

which has witnessed four recessions. There is not a single economic

indicator that is positive. It is estimated that Japan's GDP growth will
eady, in the second quarter, indus-

ised rate of l7 olo.le lJnemployrnent

2%o a few Years back- It is at its
to rise at a

manufac-

,000 each.

Atrl these giant electronic companies are showing huge losses'

collapsed with debts of roughiy $ 18 billion. In the first eight months of
the year 2000 12,625 companies went bankrupt - a rise of 30olo com-
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pared to the same period in the previous year. 20 Bankruptcies continueto rise' In the first six months ortn. .r..".rt year debt accumurated byJapanese corporate bankruptcies totalled $5g biilion,hrning il r""orahighest total since the endtf Wo.ta Wu. ff
eted over the past decade from 55%of
now a m9'Ssive $5 trillion. 21. It has
GDp in peacetime. Its fiscal deficit
f GDp in I 99 1 , to a deficit of 7o/o in

% of GDp. Landprices dropped 5%

ket index ha s be en c ontinuou s l, *1 ff J'"T0",:1::,iH; ;T;:fi I ff;mid-July to mid-Sept. it dropped tgi'toreach its lowest level since1983' Even the value of the yen dropped by 7.zo/o inthe first 7 monthsof this year.
The stagnation in_the economy has been so deep that priceshave been dropping by Zo/o yu"rty _ i.e. instead of the normalinflation, there is a deflation of 2% annua,y. This is the first badcase of deflation of a big economy since the 1930s.
The crisis in the Japan"." 

".oro-y has arso resulted in a decline inits control over worldmarkets, 
"".n ioii. own backyard in S.E.Asia.-apan's FDI around the worrd has failenly 36%o inthe past decade,while that in S'E. Asia has halved. Though FDI investment in chinahas doubled the absorute quantum is."tuiiiety small compared to whitit had in East Asia"

Japan's boom and crash 'bubbre economy' was an extreme case ofwhat is today unfolding in America. Its massive growth in the pre- l9g9
ania in real estate and the stock

ights. For example, the lands of the
h more than the entire real estate

,f, :.;HEl*i'#.";:1:,:::'l;:
the tune ory 35 rririon ($300 b,rion,:h:::;:flXi:1lji1l,:.r*ifJ:
written off, these bad debts 

".. "oriinrourty b.irg generated and arenow 6o/o of the GDp. To meet these giganti" payllnts the fapanesegovt' continues its frantic borrowings, bling the world,s biggest bor-rower' Its gross borrowings in 200iwiI be $560 bilrion 
- twice asmuch as the US. 22
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The crisis of the Japanese economy is so acute, that in this

also slowed.25

AftertheSept.llattacktheindexfellsharplyonalltheEuropean
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stock exchanges, with London's falling to a three year low.
Through the 1990s though Europe's growth rate has been some-

what sluggish, it has not had that type of volatility as witnessed in
America and Japan. If America goes into recession, which seems most
likely, it will pull the entire world's economies down with it, including
that of Europe. Though it may not be that badly devastated, it does not
have the strength to act as a counterbalance to recession in America. It
too is likely to be badly hit.

Russia, CIS & East Europe : United We Fall
Ever since the collapse of the state capitalist economies a decade

back these economies have been in a state of chronic sickness. The
EBRD (European Bank for Reconstruction & Development) reported
that only Poland and Slovania were ;lose to regaining what was lost
during the 1990s. Till 1996, for East Europe as a whole, GDP was still
15% below 1989 levels. 26

Russia is in a chronic state of atrophy. GDP in Russia has fallen by
over 40Yo since 1989.27 A11 business has been taken over by the mafia.
Capital flight continues unabated, estimated to reach a gigantic $25
billion in the current year. The Rouble has little value, and estimates
indicate that about 75%o of all business fi'ansactions are carried out
without using money - either through barter or by mutual non-pay-
ment. The black economy continues to be half the GDP. Russian made
civil goods accounts for less than lYo of world markets (US is 36%,
Japan3}Yo). Russia's GNP is ten times smaller than that of the US. Its
per capita annual GDP at 53,500 is five times smaller than the average

of the G-7 countries. Though Russia saw some growth last year due to
the hike in oil prices, this year the growth rate has already dropfed by
half. 28 Besides, inflation, which was under reasonable control for the
last two years, has once againrisento25o/o this year. Lastyear's growth
of about 8% is unlikely to sustain as its fundamentals are bhaky due to
the devastation ofthe'past decade. l

If Russia is in a. bad'state the CIS cguntries are in an i:ven worse
condition. A large part ofthe.population of these countries is living in a
state ofacute poverty and even starvation. The expectancy oflife has

droppedby 5 years. Instances ofTB and hepatitis have doubled since
1 990. Ukraine has seen the collapse of its living standards since 1 99 I .

In a country like Moldova, half the population lives on a yearly income
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of 5220, compared to $2,000 in 1992.In these countries the average

monthly wage varies from $25 in Azerbaijan, $30 in Armenia, $40 in

Kyrgyzstan, $60 in Uzbekistan; and even in countries like Bulgaria and

Romania it was $70 and $90 respectively.2e A large part of the popula-

tion of the CIS and East Europe has migrated to the West, working in

manual jobs, as prostitutes, etc.

These countries have been in an acute state ofcrisis and recession

for the last decade, a world economic downturn can only push them

deeper into the morass.

East Asia gets Pneumonia as America Sneezes

With the East Asian economies totally dependent on exports, mostly

to America and Japan, these economies have been acutely hit by the

downturn in these countrie s. Real GDP tumed negative in the first two

quarters of this year in Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand. Singapore's

production fell by I 1%in the year to May 2001. In the second quarter of
2001 Singapore's growth rate in GDP fell to minus l0.l%. Exports

from East Asia declined by l0% over the past year, compared to a
growth of 30'/, in early 2000. Even China's exports have slowed from

40a/o to 4Yo over the past year.3o Many stock markets fell by over 30olo

in the year 2000. It is estimated that unemployment will leap by l2Y. in

the current year.

The following table 3l gives a picture of the projected fall in GDP

growth rates for the current Year:

Change in GDP (%)

2000 200 1

S.,rKorea 9 3

Ilidonesia 5 25
China 8 7

Ilong Kong 10.5 2

Thailand 4.5 I

Taiwan 6 I

Malaysia 8 0.5

Singapore IO u.5

The'Asian Tigers'.
zies' much propagated

the 'Asian Miracle' , the 'emerging econo-

as the model for third world countries, was
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nothing but sweat shops for American (and to a lesser extent, Japan)
TNCs. Their 'boom' in the 1990s was nothing but part of the American
IT boom, with these countries manufacturing components for the US
IT giants. Then came the 1997 economic war on these countnes by US
TNCs and the financial tycoons. The huge devaluations that resulted
from these attacks, meant that exporl prices in dollar terms dropped by
more than half, giving windfall profits to the US PC manufactures.
Though exports boomed again, the terms of trade were extremely
unfavourable to these countries. Besides, through the devastation of
these countries, domestic consumption dropped, making these coun-
tries even more dependent on exports. So, for example, S. Korea's
exports of goods and services jumped from 30% of GDP in 1996 to
45o/o of GDP last year; Thailand's rose from 39o/o to 660/o.32 Quite
obviously they are at present far more vulnerable to international fluc-
tuations in the economy than ever before, particularly that of the US.

The following table 33 gives a picture of the extent to which these
countries are dependent on exports, particularly those ofelectronic goods:

'Exports (total) as %
of GDP (2000)

Electronic Exports As o/o

of total exports (2000)

Singapore t79.9 &.2
Malaysia t25.4 58.8
Taiwan 54.2 47.3
Thailand 66.4 33.3

Philippines 56.3 59.2

Indonesia 38.5 t4.6
S. Korea 45.0 38.2
China 25.9 24.9

With such massive dependence on exports to the US (Japan ac-
counts for l3oh), the slump in the US IT sector since last year, has hit
East Asian economies severely. In May 200lelectronic production in
the US was down a huge 35.5% compared to the same month last
year. The impact on East Asian manufacturers of such a drastic fall,
who have been used to galloping i,rcreases (for the last 20 years spend-
ing on IT in the US has grown at two to three times the rate of the
economy), can well be imagined. In addition, the US TNCs have sought
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to push the impact of the recession on to these component manufac-
tures, by forcibly reducing rates of the goods purchased. To take an
example, the price of standard 64-megabyte RAM chip droppe d gO%

from $8.9 to $0.9 between June 2000 and July 2001.
So, these 'tigers' will be seriously affected by an American reces-

slon.

Some Backward Countries in Deep Trouble
Though severely damaged, the above-mentioned economies are not

the worst to be hit. The two ideal models of IMF structural adjust-
ments, Argentina and Turkey, are in the midst of their worst
ever crisis in modern history. Argentina is the third largest economy
in Latin America, and Turkey is the largest in the Middle-East region.
Both have been the most fai'hful lackeys of the US, implementing al1
IMF/world Bank stipulations with a fervour that made their western
bosses ecstatic. Both have recently received gigantic IMF bailouts; but
their crisis persists, nay deepens. caught in the quicksand ofrecession,
both are also sucking their neighbours into the vortex.

Argentina, which has faced a capital flight of $g0 billion, finds its
currency {which is pegged (lpeso:ldollar) to the dollar} in a state of
collapse. For a decade the dollar has been fully convertible (on capital
account) with the peso, and the Central Bank is therefore unable to
print pesos unless it has dollars to back it. As a result there is no cash in
the country, and so the local authorities have resorted to issuing another
papernote, called'pataconeses'to pay salaries. As this has no legal
tender, the dollar regime has, de facto, pushed the country into the dark
ages of a barter system. Argentina has now been in recession for three
successlve years.

But, in Latin America, Argentina is not alone in a state of crisis.
Mexico has a zero growth rate in the current year, compared to7%olast
year. With 80% of its exports going to the US, the cnsis can only deepen.
Brazil,the largest economy in the region, also went into recession in the
third quarter of this year.Brazll's currency has lost 22o/o inthe first six
months of this year. 'lhis, in spite of central Bank intervention and
interest hikes. Chile's peso is also falling, and Uruguay is already in
recession. Rarely in the past decade have the prospects for Latin
America's economies seemed so threatening. In fact, entire Latin
America is already in recession.
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In Turkey, where its currency is not thus pegged, the Turkish Lira
has recently lost 50% of its value with respect to the dollar. In the first
six months of this year six lakhs lost theirjobs; unemployment is now at

42o/o;hundreds of businesses have been going bankrupt and inflation is

at 650/o.

The plight of the people of these countries has been turned into a

nightmare.

India : Stagnation Continues
The Indian economy has been in stagnation for three years now;

and, each year the crisis has only been deepening. Predicting a bleak
future for Indian industry the CMIE (Centre for Monitoring the Indian
Economy) has revised its forecast for industrial growth for 2001 from
4.5o/, to 3.5oh.In the first half of the year the Index for Industrial
Production showed a mere 2.3o/o growth. In fact, during the entire pe-

riod of globalisation, growth rates have fallen compared to the earlier
decade. The average annual $owth rate in the index of industrial pro-
duction was7.8o/o between 1980/81 and 1990/91, that slumpedto6oh
between 1992193 and 1.99912000. The corresponding figures for food
grains are 2.9o/o and 2o/o, and for non-food grains 4.3oh and 2.4o/r.

Thanks to low purchasing power over 507o of spending is towards food

items.
Even the most industrialised state of the country, Mahrashtra, pie-

sents a bleak picture. The leader of the opposition stated in the Vidhan
Sabha said that while only 5o/o of the population wallows in wealth,
95o/o are out on the limb; and that 60% of the big industrial units and

80% of the smaller units in the State have downed shutters. Even if
someu,hat exaggerated, it is an indication ofthe plight of Indian indus-

try and manufacturing. Proposals to set up new industries have come

to a virtual standstill, with SICOM receiving applications worth only
Rs.200 crores.

If such is the plight of the most developed State, one can imagine
the situation in the rest of the country. Unemployment is skyrocketing.
the rural economy is in the doldrums, agricultural prices have crashed

due to cheep imports, and even the much hyped service sector is in
decline. Middle-class savings have been vanishing with the drop in in-
terest of PFs and even the collapse of suchblue chip mutual funds as

the UTL Besides, a very small elite. the rest of the country faces a
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bleak future, with the decline intensifying each day.

Conclusion
So, wherever we look in the world we see nothing but countries

hurtling towards economic devastation. The situation appears to be

getting from bad to worse. According to a recent estimate by the'Cen-

tre for Economic and Business Research', 34 the GDP may fall next

yearby as much as2.ZYo.Morgan Stanley has predicted a global growth

rate ofjust 1.25% for the coming year.

In the early 1990s the imperialists were euphoric, portraying the

setback to communism as the 'end of history' - 
i.e' capitalism for-

ever. The hype over the long American 'boom' of the 1990s, built on

the blood and loot of the backward countries and the American masses,

was portrayed as the 'end of the business cycle'- Both have turned

out to be shallow hoaxes with the present recession, and the growing

people's movements against globalisation and war.

what then would a recession of such magnitude mean for the world's

people?

It would mean' first and foremost, a great danger of growing

fascism and wars. Second, it will mean heightened contention

bctween the major imperialist powers. Third, it will mean greater

domination and loot of third world countries. And fourth, it means

great revolutionary potential for the oppressed masses of the

rvorld.
Since the last few years, we have seen a growth in the fascist forces

throughout the world, with many right-wing governments themselves

introducing fascist measures and promoting fascist otganizations. This

can clearly be seen in Europe. Also, in Japan the new prime minister

has for the first time openly paid homage to the fascist's war memorial

of those killed in wwII. In the US, the Bush administration, even be-

fore Sept. 1 1, had openly been pushing the most reactionary policies

regarding militarisrn, Zionism, ecology, and on numerous other issues.

After the Sept. 11 attacks. both the US and British rulers, together

with their media, have gone crazy, whipping a maniacal war hysteria,

jingoism and racist paranoia. Attacks on non-whites, particularly Mus-

lims, have been encouraged, and have been taking place on a wide

scale, with even the police taking part. Not only has Bush been speak-

ing like a Hitler, but also even Blair has outdone the extreme rightwing
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Tories in his xenophobic statements. British tabloids and TV have been

whipping up panic and have carried massive footage gloriffing the war
preparations and the Afghan war. The message sort to be portrayed
was'. the good civilized west versus the Islamic beastsl Immediately
civil liberties are being curtailed, and the police are being equipped with
draconian powers, norrnally seen only in the third world countries. It is
portrayed as a clash of civilization.s, much similar to what the old
colonialists said.

The US has threatened a long war - first Afghanistan, then Iraq,

and then anyone who does not bow before the almighty. It is not just a

war against terrorism (i.e. mass discontent of the masses), but also a

war to grab, seize and maintain markets, in a fanatical drive to over-

come the recession. Its WAR, besides being against pockets of resis-

tance, has the twin purpose of browb6ating third world countries into
greater servility to US dictates, and also of keeping the other imperialist
powers out of its spheres of influence. As has already been mentioned
all these factors can be seen in the war unfolding in and around Af-
ghanistan.

It is not surprising that therefore the contention between the US and

EU is growing, both in the economic and political spheres. Trade wars

over agricultural commodities continue. In Dec. 2001 the Et,.'opean

commission blocked the biggest ever industrial merger between two
US giants 

- 
General Electric & Honeywell 

- 
which had already

been approved in America. France's media giant, Vivendi, the least

exposed to the world-advertising slump, has been buying over a number

of American companies. Besides, in the political sphere, not only have

many European countries opposed the US extending the war to Iraq

and other countries, but so also has Britain. There have also been

conflicts on how to conduct the war in Afghanistan and on the NMD.
In this period of recession, the most affected will be the masses

throughout the world. Unemployment will skyrocket, the agrarian

economy will crash, social security will be further cut with govt. spending

being geared to war and sustaining a monolithic fascist state, and millions
more will be pushed to deathby hunger, starvation and disease' And in

the name of war and national chauvinism, all civil liberties, trade union

rights, and rights to free speech and movement, will be ruthlessly curbed.

Xenophobia, racial hafed, and communal passions will be incited, creatlng

rivers of blood, sprouting from the springs of frenzy. And, together with
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ali this inhumanity there will be wars - imperialist sponsored wars,

fascist wars, wars that kill, maim and slaughter lakhs for the sole purpose

of enhancing profits of a microscopic few.

But, all is not that bleak. Amidst this ocean of horror, the

masses will rise against their tormentors. They will more easily

take to arms, as in war/fascist condition-s any other form of
struggle will look increasingly futile. Oppre-ssion breeds revolt.

Intense oppression will result in gigantic revolts.

where Maoists forces exist they will lead these revolts and take it
forward towards the seizure of power. where they do not exist they

will eldthepolitical and organisational

abil only they who have a real alter-

nati d inhuman system. Besides, with

this ruthless otfensive of imperialism, vast sections of the masses will
be drawn into this struggle, opening up the scope for the widest possible

front against US imperialist aggression and all the lackeys that ally with

them.
The increasing exploitation and oppression in these times of reces-

sion will catalyse the revolutionary process, by drawing in the vast masses

into the great historical movement for a just order. Besides, in these

conditions of economic crisis, the dogfrghts amongst the reactionaries

will intensifo as they scramble for their shares in the diminishing cake.

This, together with the greater contention amongst the imperialist pow-

ers, will facilitate greater mobility and speedier advance for the revolu-

tionary forces, through an astute handling of the contradictions within

the enemy camp.
The present situation, though fraught with grave dangers, is opening

up avenues for gfeat advances in the revolutionary movement. There is

urgent need to build the widest front against the fascists and the US

imperialist sponsored war effort, under the leadership of the proletariat.

What Com. Mao said in 1970 is once again relevant today: "people of
the world unite, defeat US imperialism and all its running dogs"
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The Great Oil RobberY

Rajan

The United States' current strategic agenda is of staggering pro-

portions. The US plans a massive expansionist drive around the world

(and indeed even in outer space). In this it plans to take full advantage

of its over,*,helming military supremacy, including hitherto impennis-

sibl^ means, with inevitably tenible effects on the targtted populations'

Not only inconvenient regimes but even ceftain US client regimes (such

as Saudi Arabia) may be targeted. These countries are slated for direct

rule by the Amencan military, or rule under close and detailed direction

by US monitors - encompassmg not only foreign policy and economic

policy, but political, social and cultural institutions as well. Dit'ect con-

trol of oil will pass into American hands.Importantly, this drive is also

intended to prevent the emergence of rivals to American worldwide

hegemony. of course, its primary aim is colonial-style exploitation, in

order to maximize the loot and widen its captive markets'

Months before George W. Bush assumed office in January 2001 : a

report was drawn up by a group called Proiect for tlrc New Anreric'cot

Cintury €NAC). The driving force behind the group was Richard

Perle, a member of the Reagan administration, a member of the board

of extreme righfwing think tanks such as the American Enterprise

Institute and the Hudson Institute, and currently the head of the De-

fence Policy Board (now out due to proof of fraud in his business deal-

ings), an advisory group to the Pentagon. Other founders too of the

PNAC now occupy leading positions in the Bush administration: Dick

Cheney, now vice-president. Donald Rumsfeld, defence secretary, Paul

Wolforvitz, deputy defence secretary, I. Leu'is Libby, Cheney's chief

of staff. Willian-r J. Bennett, Reagan's education secretary, andZalmay

Khalilzad, American special envoy to Alghanistan and imn-rinently to

the ,.fiee Iraqi people". (Govemor Jeb Bush, George's younger brother,

was also among the founders.) I{ence the report reflects the intentions

of those now in oft-rce.
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or any weapons of nlass destruction. Invasion of Iraq was on the cards,
arrd Saddam is the excuse. The report adds that "even shourd sacrdam
pass from rlte scene",bases in saudi Arabia and Kuwait would remain
pernranently as "Irqn rnay welr prove as rarge a threat to (JS inter-
esls qs lraq has".

2' The US should be able to'fight and crecisively win murtipre,
s-inrultaneous nrajor theatre wars,,, and increase military spending by
$48 billicn to ensure this.

5. The report says that ,,it is time to irtcrease the presence oJ.
Anterican forc'es irr sotrtheast Asici'. Thrs may lead to ,,Anterican
urtd qllierl power provicling the spur to the proc,e.ss o.f
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democralisation in China." [n other words, the US should strive to
replace the present Chinese regime with a clearly pro-American one,

and for this South Asia could be used as the launching pad. .

6. Supposedly in order to check regimes such as North Korea,

Lrbya, Syria and Iran the US military should set up a "worldwide com-

mand-and-control systent" .

7. The PNAC supports a "blueprint for maintaining global US

pre-eminence, precluding the rise of a great power rival, and shap-

ing the international security order in line with American prin-
ciples and interests." Thus the document explicitly calls for prevent-

ing the "American century" becoming anyone else's, even if peace-

fully. Close allies such as the UK are referred to as"the most effective

and eJficient means of exercising American global leadership" -
that is, a mere mask for American hegemony. Peace-keeping missions

are described as "demanding American political leadership rather
than that of the United Nations".

Perhaps the most startling element of this plan is the targeting of
Saudi Arabia, long considered the most faithful American ally among

the Arab countries - the base for the American assault on Iraq in
1991, a continuing US military base thereafter, the US's second largest

market for weapons, the largest supplier of oil to the US (at a special

discount to boot), and the source of up to $700 billion of investments in
the US. On July 10,2002 a researcher from the RAND Corporation (a
prominent think-tank, created by the US Air Force but now quasi-inde-

pendent, that regularly does projects for the American defence and

foreign policy establishments) made a presentation to the Defence Policy
Board - headed, by Perle. The briefing, titled "Taking Saudi out of
Arabia", claimed that "The Arab world has been in a systemic crisis

for lhe last 200 years" and that "Since independence, wars have

been lhe principal output of the Arab world'.It went on to describe

Saudi Arabia inbizarre terms as an enemy of the US ("the kernel of
evil, the prime mover, lhe ntost dangerous opponent", "The Saudis

are active al every level of the terror chain, from planners lo fin-
anciers, from cadre tofoot-soldier, from ideologist to cheerleader"),
and recommended that the US give it an ultimatum to prevent any anti-
US activity in Arabia, failing which its oil fields could be seized by US
troops and the House of Saud replaced by the Hashemite monarchy
that now rules Jordan. The latest removal of the US base from Saudi
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Arabia may be a part of the process of implementation of the report.
Incidentally, a s3 trillion lawsuit has been filed in an American court

accusing several Saudi institutions and charities and three members of
the royal family, including the defence minister, of financing terrorism.
Following the filing of this rawsuit, Saudi investors have withdrawn up
to $200 billion from the US.

These series of semi-officiar documents finaly ended up with
the official document "Nationar security stratigy of the usAu
released on September 17, 2002 (hereafter ,,N-SSUSA,,;. Thi.
document is a de facto charter for uS hegemony for the future.

It says that the united States "enjoys a position of unparalleled
military strength and great economic and politicar influeice". ',To-
day, the world's great powers find ourselves on the saTns sicle,, _
that is, the US lacks any rival. Thrs is,,q time of opportunitjt for
America.... the united states wilr use this moment of ipportur.ity to
extend the benefits of freedom qcross the globe,,. But,-ii goes on to
add: "Despite its unriyalled suprernacy, tite US is faceiby a new
type of enemy: "shadowy networks of individuak..... organized to
penetrate open societies.... To defeat this threat we must make use
of every tool in our arsenar.... The war against te*orists of grobat
reach is a global enterprise of uncertain duration....',.

Casting its eye about the world, NSSUSA spells out America,s
tasks in different regions.

Europe is to be kept subordinate to, and dependent on,
American power. While the US supports the goal of European inte-
gration, it adds "we must seek to prevent the emergenci of Euro_
pean-only security arrangements which would undermine NAT7,
p articu larly the al I i ance's integrated commancl s tructttres ."

NSSUSA issues a blunt warning to China against ,,pursuing
advanced military capabilities that can threaten ils neigibours in
the Asia-Pacific region " The US threatens china with interference
in its internal affairs: "To make that nation truly accountable ro its
citizens' needs and aspirations... much work remains to be done.,'
US deployments in the region are to be beefed up, and in order to
ensure that American troops are stationed as close as possible to china,
South Korea is to be convinced to "maintain vigirance [ie hostility]
towards the North while preparing our ailiance to make contribu-
tions to the broader stabirity of the region over the longer term.,,
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US ANU.TWISTING FOB ARMS DEALS

the last I 2 years, undertaken at thg request of President Chirac'

cally bitter and the deal was $350 mi

Malaysia's $1.5 billion for fighter

Among the regional defence sPen

ing under heavY Pressure to buY A
market where Washington has exPe

y .o.p.iitir" weapons industry; while Taiwan ts

o;ty oiitt arms from the US (last year Taiwan was

in the world).
,."ulr, notlrs, said "tftis trend of increasing US

political pressure in arms

Even in India the Econ : the Indian

Airlines deal for 43 aircraft worth $2 since March

ii,loOZ,when the IA board approved an all-Airbus (European-consortrum

and main rival of Boeing; n""i.'m" cabinet has been stallirlg the purchase

"rJ 
fr", U""" pushing fo? pu..t'utt from Boeing' A similar huge deal of Air

India's has also been stalled for similar reasons'

In a case of outright fumiiiation, on April 28' 2003''the Bangladesh Prime

I\r{inicrcr Reoam rmleir Zia' abruptly cancelled her scheduled meeting

ign Affairs, without giv-
the last-mjnute cancella-

US authorities based in

angladesh from France in



In contrast with Cnina,India is presented as a pillar of Ameri-
can influence in Asia: "We (the US and India) are the two largest
democracies, committed to political freedom protected by repre-
senlative government. India is moving toward greater economic
freedom as well. We have a common interest in the free flow of
comtnerce, including through the vital sea lanes of the Indian
Ocean. Finally, we share an interest in fighting terrorism and in
creating a strategically stable Asia."

The document outright opposes the emergence of imperial-
ist rivals. It crudely states: "Indeed Arnerican 'national security'
lies in the absence of any other great powe| We are attentive to the
possible renewal of old patterns of great power competilion.... oU1."
military musl... dissuade future military competition.... Our forces
will be strong enough to dissuade potential adversaries from pur-
suing a military build-up in hopes of surpassing, or equaling, the
power of the United States."

The document openly demands that countries open up their
economies to the US. It states: "Free markets arud free trade are
key priorities of our national security strateg)/." "Respect for pri-
vate property" is among the "non-negotiable demands of human
dignity. " The economic policies of other countries - their legal and
regulatory policies, /ax policies ("particularly lower marginal tax rates"),
financial systems, fiscal policies, and (what the US calls) "free trade"
are considered part of the"national security" of the US. "Free trade"
is put as "a moral principle". However, "free trade" refers to others
opening their markets to the US.

The NSSUA is a veritable charter for a new style colonisation.
It says that the US will now more directly than ever before intervene in
and supervise all aspectsof"governance" ofthe lands under its sway.

This then is now the official policy of the United States Govern-
ment. It is horrific and tenifuing, but clear, without any ambiguity. Iraq
was the first victim of this policy.

Oil, A MajorToolfor Domination
The basic economic logic underlying the war- and the opposition

of some countries to it - is the most obvious: oil. It is widely believed,
by Iraqis and others in the Arab countries, and by a majority of people
throughout the world, that this war has to do with American companies
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getting direct control over Iraqi oil. A look at some relevant data will
make this clear. America consumes l9 million barrels of oil, i.e. three

thousand million (3,000,000,000) Iitres of oil every day (l banel : 160

litres). Two-thirds of that is consumed by cars and private transport,

the rest in heating houses, offices, and manufacturing. US oil produc-

tion fell by 15 per cent in the 1990s, whereas its consumption of oil

grew in the same decade by 11 per cent. That demand is only expected

to grow in the foreseeable future. Currently, it imports at least half its

oil, which will rise to over 60 per cent in the next few years: the world's

oil consumption is expected to grow from77 million barrels per day to

120 million barrels over the next twenty years, and the highest increase

in demand is expected from the uS. This enorrnous American appetite

for oil comes from two factors: public transport was dismantled by the

I 930s, and there exists virhrallY
towns. Most PeoPle use cars for
s currentlY own over 200 million

cars; two cars per family on average! And two, the advanced capital-

ist, recklessly consumerist American way of life, all ofwhich is sucking

orldwide. Whichis where the

interest in Iraq. Oil is the most

is resPonsible for 95 Per cent

of its foreign exchange earnings. Iraq's known reserves have been

estimated at ll2billion barrels, the second largest in the world, after

Saudi Arabia. Besides, unexplored reserves are expected to be another

100 to 200 billion banels more. However, oil is not a finished product. It
needs to be extracted from the ground, processed, transported to the

right markets and sold for profits to be generated: It is less known that

the costs of extracting Iraqi oil are among the cheapest in the world:

less than a dollar a barrel, compared to $ 2.50 in Saudi, at least 4 dollars

a barrel in the North Sea area and upto $12-15 in the US and Russia. In

addition, Iraqi oil is ofexceedingly good quality - i.e' ithas a very low

the companies and whatever Iraqi government is in place, the potcn-

tial annual profits for the companies from Iraqi oil rvould be 29
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billion dollars, i.e. 1,36,500 crore rupees every year, for fifty
years! (In case this seems an unreal figure, let us bear in mind that the
profits of the five largest private companies in the world in 2001 were

44 billion dollars, i.e . 2,10,000 crore rupees.)

However, the problem for American and British oil companies -
and for the American political elite, such as George Bush, vice-presi-
dent Dick Cheney, George Bush Sr., many of whom were CEOs, di-
rectors of or connected to oil companies, and thus have a vested mate-

rial interest in war - is that none of them have rights to Iraq' s oilfields.
Control by western powers and companies over Iraq's oil was loos-

ened in 1972 when the Baathist government nationalized the Iraq Pe-

troieum Corporation, owned at the time by oil companies from the US,

France, Holland and Britain. In 1973, during the Arab-Israel War, the

Iraqi government took over the Basrah Petroleum Company operating
in southem Iraq from the Americans and the Dutch. Never since then

have America or Britain managed to have a direct stake in Iraqi oil.
The US wants a pliant regime in place, a regime favourable to Ameri-
can companies and interests, as they imposed earlier in Afghanistan.

What are China's interests? The govemment-owned China Na-
tional Petroleum Corporation has been awarded the Al Ahdab oil field,
which can produce close to a lakh barrels (160 lakh litres) a day. China's
stakes are high in the medium term: its demand for oil is expected to

grow the fastest after the United States in the next twenty years. Btit
China does not have the oil to meet this demand; unlike Russia, it is a

net importer of oil. From a low base of 25,000lrurrels per day in 1993,

China's oil imports increased l8 times, to 4,50,000 barrels per day in
1996. As Chinese industry expands, oil supply will be China's main
concern. The US establishment seeks to establish its dominance over
China in the long-term by keeping China out of West Asia, the largest

source of oil in the world, and making it dependent on oil supplied by US

companies. This was one of its strategic interests in invading Afghani-
stan as well, restricting China's access to the oil and natural gas re-

serves in the Caspian region.
French, Chinese, and Russian governments and companies realize

that their current contracts carry little weight with a new, pro-{ IS re-
gime. True, contracts are subject to international law, such as the IIN
Resolution l8l3: Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resource,s.
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Under intemational law, property nghts awarded by a previous govem-

ment must be respected by a new regime' New governments' repre-

senting sovereignnations, can change or cancel contracts' but would

have to pay compensation- However, there are loopholes to avoid this:

the new regime can show that the process by which conffacts were

awarded was not transparent, or there was comrption; or they were

awarded on political considerations, either or all of which are likely'

It's not just a question of existing contracts being under threat'

Even biggei profits are to be made on as yet unexplored oil'

Iraq is L*lr" to have 112 billion barrels of reserves' but poten-

tially it may have twice that volume of oil' over 220 billion bar-

rels.Ithasbeenreportedthat4i,Tnewoilwellshavebeenplanned.
Iraq's output at about 3 million barrels per day is low relative to its

pot"rrtiut, and could be easrly doubled in a few years' It will require a lot

ofinvestment,buttheprofits,asmentionedearlier,areenorTnous.llhese
nations opposing the war well realize that a pro-US regime-will help

Americancompaniesdominatecurrentandfuturemarketsinlraq.And
current reports suggest that the Pentagon will have a big role in admin-

istering Iraq either directly or indirectly'

US companies will ulro "o*"' 
reconstruction deals' When asked

whether France would have a role in postwar lraq, a US official said

that given Francets "anti-Americanism", it would be left to "pick up

the larbage". Five corporations, all American ones' were asked to

place bids for contracts worth $90

to the giant Bechtel, whose CEO,

tary of State (under Regan), George

whichvice.presidentDickCheneyusedtoheaduntilhejoinedtheBush
team, got un irrltiul contract for $500 million to repair seven oil wells in

Rumeila. Reconstrurytion contracts will amount to billions of dollars in

postwar Iraq. Even Britain is getting anxious at US arrogance' and the

fact that reconstruction projects are already being awarded toAmeri-

can companies, none to anyBritish ones' Which explains why Britain'

u, , p..r.rre tactic, has recently been saying that the United Nations

will irave a hand in how postwar Iraq is run' The US response: nothing

doing;thetlN,srolewouldberestrictedtohumanitarianaid.Inshort,
the us seeks to socialize the costs, and privatize (for us compa-

nies) the Profits.
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A War of LJrrencies
There's another economic factor as to why this war took prace,

and at this time: the euro's challenge to the dollar as the world,s domi-

tages to the US economy and to American companies and banks. To
be able to pay for your imports in dollars, you need to earn them in the
first place by selling goods or services to the US, that too cheaply given
the strength ofthe dollar. Rather than converting those 

"u.nirgsio 
you,

own curency and then re-convert to the dollar when you need to pay,
it makes more sense to keep them in dollars in American banks. Given
the importance of the dollar and the relative safety of the American
economy, many foreign exchange earners would prefer to keep their
surplus eamings in dollar accounts or buy American assets. For in-

Most of all, it allows the uS to sustain its enormous deficits. Hyp-
notized by the sharp rise in the value of their stockholdings. consump-
tion by American households shot up in the second half of the 1990s.
The US economy itself was and is consumption-driven, as Americans
consumed, beyond their eamings, and beyond what America could pro-
duce. Imports therefore grew rapidly, at I I per cent between 1995 and
1999 (even as exports declined, partly because ofthe high value ofthe
dollar), leading to record trade and current account deficits. These defi-
cits and America's enorrnous debt can be sustained only because of
the primacy of the dollar, as investors abroad are wilring to lend and
invest.

billion dollars a year (l}oh of the world,s merchandise trade),
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moves from the dollar to the euro' On 6 November 2000' Saddam

nudged it in that direction by telling the IIN that lraq's oi1 earnings

*ortid h"r".forth be in euros, not dollars' Later' Iraq's foreign exchange

reservesof$l0billionwerealsoconvertedtoeuros.Iraqwasthefirst
oil exporting country to do so' Others followed' Iran converted half its

reserves into euros. Russia increased its share of reserves ln euros

from 10 to 20 per cent. Venezuela, North Korea' and many other coun-

triesbeganconsideringtheeuroasanaltemative.Allofthisledtoa
rise in the ,ulue of the-euro vis-d-vis the dollar, by as much as 20o/o in

2002. There was the fear that OPEC countries may move to the euro
_paftlybecauseofthedecliningUSstockmarketsinceJanuary200l.

Were that to happen, the dollar would get a great shock' The problem

fortheUSisthattheharmfuleffects,likeitsadvantages,arealso
interconnected. A move in oil trade to the euro would lead successively

to a sharp fall in the value of the dollar;o a sale of dollars, to a further

fallinvalue,topanicandlossofconfidence'toashiftofinvestmentto
other economiei, and the incapability by the US to support its enormous

debts and cover its huge tradi defi;its of over $450 billion. And as the

scramble for markets gets more desperate in the growing recesslonary

situation worldwide, tie conflictbetween the Euro and the dollar, which

."fr"...rt the two largest markets in the world' are bound to intensify'

France and Gerriany knew that were the US to gain control over

Iraqi oil, it would pr"..*i'" OPEC, Russia and China to stay with the

doliar. Then, French and German banks and companies would have to

gi"" ,p any hopes of the euro becoming the dominant currency in the

world, at least in the immediate future'

This war of currencies is part of imperialist rivalry' which is grow-

ing due to the deepening economic crisis throughout the world' After

thJ .victory' of theUS aJventure the more conciliatory statements from

Russia and Germany, and the anxieties of French companies at being

leftoutofthespoils,reflectsthiseventuality.Theirconciliatio.nhasa
vested economic interests, just as their opposition to the war

had. But their rivalries will not be resolved by how lraq'-s trag-

eJy unfotds. Iraq is only an initial battle in a long phase of grow-

ini inter_imperialist contention. The US will continue to use its enor-

mJus military dominance to try to get an economic edge over every-

body else. That means repeated conflict and warfare'
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Oil, A Weapon for World Hegernony & Source for

Huge Profits
birect American control of oil would render potential challengers

33 A 34)
InordertopushforitscontroloveroilworldwidetheUShasadopted

press the insurgency in Colombia; it is training a newbngade to protect
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Occidental Petroleum's pipeline in that country. At the same time it is
actively organising the overthrow of the eiected Pro-Europe Chavez
government in Venezuela.

o The Instrtute for Advanced Strategic and Political Studies, an

Israeli lobby group that met President Obasanjo of Nigeria in July 2002,

claims the US is on the verge of a "historic strategic alignment" with
west Africa and that the region is "receptive lo American presence".

The institute has advocated the setting up of a US Gulf of Guinea mili-
tary command: the island of Sao Torne, south of Nigeria and a possible

site for a naval base, hosted a visit from a US general in the same

month. The activity comes while theNigerian govemment is consider-

ing leaving OPEC, and developing its oil trading relationship with the

US instead. The US is also maneuvering to control the oil reserves of
Angola, Gabon, Cameroon, and Equatorial Guinea. Africa alreadypro-
vides 15 per cent of US oil imports, and these are set to rise to 25 per

cent by 20 1 5. The British/Dutch Company, Shell, has also major inter-
ests in this region.

o A major consideration in the US's great oil grab is its desire to
check China. As China attempts to arrange its future oil supplies, it
finds itself checked at each point by the US. China's attempts in
Kazakhstan did not get off the ground after the entry of US forces into
Central Asia. In 2002,Chinese firms have bought two Indonesian fields
for $585 million and5262 million, respectively. Indonesian president

Megawati Sukamoputri has visited China twice since becoming presi-

dent in 2001, hbping to bag a $9 billion contract to supply liquid natural
gas to power industries in southern China. No surprise then, that the

US has stepped up its activities in the vicinity of lndonesia - forcing
the Philippines to accept its "help" in the name ofhunting fundamental-
ists, patrolling the Malacca straits in tandem with the Indian navy, and

pressing Indonesia to acceptUS 'cooperation' in suppressing Al Qaeda
elements in Indonesia itself. In addition, China has struck oil field devel-

opment deals with the very countries in West Asia hit by US sanctions

-Iraq, 
Iran, Libya and Sudan. With this entire region now to be tar-

geted through the US occupation of Iraq, China's deals are sure to
meet the same fate as its Central Asian pipeline.

Besides oil being used as a weapon for world hegemony, it serves

as a source of gigantic profits for the oil giants of the US and Britain -
some of which are in the top 15 TNCs of the world. In fact in the
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Foftune 500 listing of 2002, five oil companies ranked amongst the top
15, all of which made gigantic profits. Exxon (USA) at No. 2 had, a
profit of $ l5 billion; British petroleum at no.4 had a profit of$g billion;
Shell (a British/Dutch company) at no. g had a profit of $H billion;
chevronTexaco (uSA) at No. 14 had a profit of $3 billion, and
TotalFinaElf (French) had a profit of $7 billion. Besides these there are
the Russian oil giants Lukoil, and with the recent merger ofyukas (2nd
largest) and Sibneft (5th largest), this merged company has become the
4th largest oil company in the world. oil exports are crucial to Russia,s
economy; with the taking over of kaqi oil by the US and the likely fall in
oil prices, the already fragile Russian economy will be badly hii.

Both in America and Britain oil magnates have been the most pow-
erful houses in the country. Rockefeiler, who founded the Standard oil
company or'the USA was the world's richest person. Exxon (formerly
Jersey Standard) has been one of the top 5 companies of the world for
decades. But many of their oil fields in the US, Alaska, North Sea are
getting depleted and extraction more expensive. rraqi oil will come as
a windfall, because of its huge reseryes, high quality and very
cheap costs. chalabi and othe's hav[ aheady stated they will
hand over the fields to us firms on uf,be[evably good terms 

-this was even before the aggression began. while all the oil fields
ofthe Middle East are nationalized, with govemments getting good roy-
alties from the extraction by TNCs, chalabi and co. wants io set the
trend of de-nationalisation to enable the oil TNCs to maximize their
profits. It is believed that after Iraq sets the trend Saudi Arabia will be
put under pressure to de-nationalise ......... followed by Iran. -,

This then is the Great oil Game in the Middle East. The stakes are
high. Earlier too wars have been fought over oil. Today the scramble
for control is even more desperate. In all this loot the losers are the
great Arabian people. No doubt they will not stay silent at this great oil
robbery. Till today they have been duped and pacified by thei, own
puppet rulers. This has enabled the robber barons of today to make
their new onslaught. But their patience has a limit, which has already
been stretched far by Israeli humiliation of the palestinians. The Iraqi
occupation and rape of the count41, is the proverbial last straw. No
doubt they will now burst into revort. In the forefront will be the pales-
tinians and the Iraqi people.
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World Recession and the lraq War

Arvind

intemationally and its repercussions on our country locally'

Afterall,thewholepointofseekingtounderstandthesituationisto
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lmperialist/reactionary powers, or due to defeatism in the face of the

uS,s ,.sftock and awe,, carnpaign, which is designed specifically to

SocialForum.

movements throughout the world' Finally, we present the challenges

before the democratic and revolutionary forces within the country in

the light of the present intemational situation'

lmperialist Crisis and War
Thedeepeningeeonomicrecessionworldwidesinceearly200lis

tries is enhancing the contradiction betu een labour and capital in these

countnes.
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between some countries of Europe and Russia on the one hand and the
US on the other' Though collusion continues, when agreement rs pos-
sibie over the division of the spoils, this is becoming in"creasingiy airfi
cult, where the desperation to grab e -- ----^-o 

sential
for the very survival oftheir giant
conditions, with a falling ratJ of 'ffiZ
ruptcies.

And third, the US supelpower, is now launched on a path of military
adventurism throughout the world, with a twin purpose: 1i.y to grab ma._
kets and sources of raw materials z nd step up ihe ievel oi.*iloitutio,
of the third world to levers that existed in the colonial period and even
beyond, and (ii) to keep at bay rival imperialist powers, ty the flexing of

for the LIN and other multilateral in
mightto gain economic, political an
outright and crude threats, againstnot only the backward countries, but
also against its impenalist rivals.

This is the dawn of the New World Order, where pax Americana
seeks to rule the waves, where none shall raise a fingeruguirr,,ti,
tyrannical overlord. Hitler and fascism was born rn tt" *Ite of the
Great Depression, which pushed the world into the horrors of world
War II. Today, the war-mongering and fascist demagogy of the Bush/
Blair kind is also evorving amidst u ,"rr"."....ssion &G major worrd
economies, including that of the us - the worst since wwll one_
and-a-half years of desperate fiscar monetary measures have failed topull the US economy out of recession.

Let us then see the extent of this recession to get further insight into
the current geo-poriticar maneuvers of the US and the reactions of the
other imperialist powers.

Growing World Recession
Ever since the bursting of the dot.com bubble in earry 2000 the rvorrd

economy and the US economy has been in a downswing. By March
2001 it passed into recession. The Economic outlook of the OECD 30
richest countries has forecast a mere r.9% grou,th in the current year
for its member countries. Anything below Z.\y, isr."n ,. .."..;;;rr.,.
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Not that the economies were all booming in the earlier period either;
it was only the boorn in the American economy, which is huge in size,
that gave some strength to the world economy. While, now the down-
tum is worldwide (except for China), in the earlier period, while America
boomed, some country or the other faced severe crisis. So, during the
1990s there were a total of 60 recessions in the developed and
underdeveloped countries r. Of these, there was the ERM crisis in
1992, the Mexican crisis in 1994195, the East Asian crisis in 1997, the
Russian meltdown in 1998, the collapse of the Real in Brazil rn 1998199,
and the major collapse of the Turkish and Argentinean economies since
2000 - the latter is still continuing. Japan has been in continuous re-
cession; while the Russian and East European economies defacto col-
lapsed over the 1990- 1 998 period, and it was only from l999l20AO that
they were able to somewhat stabalise at a small fraction oftheir earlier
51ZC.

The world's second largest economy, Japan, has been in a state of
decline for the entire decade. Japan is also the world's largest creditor,
the world's largest saver, the possessor of a giant trade surplus and has
the world's largest foreign exchange reserves. Today its economy has
been reduced to a desperate condition. Its crisis-ndden economy, with
falling prices, shrinking output, anaemic aggregate demand and rising
unemployment, has not been responding to various monetary measures.
Several fiscal stimulus packages in the past decade have failed
to avert deflation and prolonged economic stagnation. Unem-
ployment is at its highest figure ever at 5.5o/o, and continues to grow.
Bankruptcies continue unabated at 19,458 in2002 - the second high-
est in the post-war era. The GDP growth rate for 2002 was yet again
negative and is projected to be a mere 0.3Yo in the current year.2 It has
recorded its largest fiscal deficit ever in 2002 at 7 .996 of the GDp. l

Russia's economy, once a rival superpower, is now reduced to that
of the size of a tiny country like Belgium. Though somewhat stabalised
after the severe crash of 1998, it is today a weakeneci imperialist power,
though it has a large military machine. Its political strength will lie in its
alliance with one or the other major imperialistblocs. as and wl-ren they
anse.

The East Asian crisis (actually economic attack of finance capital)
of 1997 badly affected the so-called tiger economies pushing them
deeper into the arms of the US octopus. Their financial bankruptcy and
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crash in stock exchange values allowed US TNCs to swallow up com-
panies (e.g. Daewoo by GM) at throw-away prices.

Europe though not hit by any major crisis is also in the doldrums
since the last three years. Particularly the German economy, which is
one-third bigger than that of Britain and France, is the worst hit. GDP
growth rate for the Euro area was a mere 0.2o/o in 2002 and is ex-
pected to be a mere 1.3% this year. Of this, Germany's growth rate last
year was j::st0.2o/o and expected to be just 0.6% in the current year.

Unemployment has peaked in Europe and keeps rising - by early this
year it was 10.3% in Germany, ll.9yo in Belgium, l2o/o tn Spain and
9.1%o in France.a In Germany, 5 lakh more jobs were lost in just the two
months of February and March this year. Massive bankruptcies have
hit the German economy, including some large companies like Kirch
(media), Holzman (construction) and Domier (aircrafts) 

- 32,000 com-
panies collapsed last year; the figure is expected to be 40,000 in the
current year. Germany's leading stock exchange fell last year by 4491,
the biggest clrop in the developed countries. Some indicators say it is
facing the worst crisis since WWIL5

The economies of the backward countries of the world a& in dire
states, where impoverisation and exploitation has been pushed to ex-
tremes rarely seen before. The richest 20o/o of the world grab more
than 85o/o of the income. The three wealthiest persons in the world
have combined assets greater than the conebined population of the 48
poorest countries with a combined population of 600 million. One-third
of the world's 3-billion labour force is either unemployed or severely
underemployed. The third world debt has now reached the astronomi-
cal figure of $2.8 triliion.6 Some economies, like those of Turkey and
Argentina were pushed to coliapse. Argentina saw its GDP decline yet
again by 10% last year, its per capita income has halved and unemploy-
ment is at25o/o; it is in the fourth year of its economic collapse.

Growth in global trade was zero in 2001 and barely 3Yo last year -compared to an average of l%o through the l99Os.Overall a {IN survey
has estimated that the global growth rate for 2003 will be just 2.3% (i.e.
after including China's growth rate of 7 .SYo). which means a continua-
iion of the recession (under 2.5o/o is seen as a recession). Last year
stock markets fell for the third year running - measured by the
decline in the ratio of equity wealth to GDP, the current bear
market (i.e" decline in stock-market valuation) is the deepest in
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hrstory.T
Bui through all these ups and downs it is the IJS economy that has

been able to make the maximum use of the offensive of capital, launched

underthesignboardsof.ecor\omicreform.s,andglobalrsation"Itsgi-
gantic loot has resulted in its cconomy growing in the 1990s'

Lo- .o-prising 22o/o of world output, to as much as 30%o of the

total world output today. This is a phenomenal increase of nearly

Loh per year. (iooked aifrom another angle the US economy was 3'7

times the German economy in 1990, today it is 5 times its size') An

example of the type of loot boosting the US economy was the esti-

matei net outflow of a huge $30 billion from the 2g brggest third world

countries in 2001 t - the bult of such loot would have been cornered

iy the US. Globali sation has bengfited the US economy the most' Though

a superpower even earlier, it has now achieved giant size (amounting

fo. iouit ty one-third of world output), and is therefore able to more

easily dictate to one and all, including to many of its other imperialist

rivals.
Ofcourse, to counter the US monolith some countries of Europe

have united into the Euro, which is posing a stiff challenge to the dollar.

Besides, since 2000/01 the US too has been in a severe crisis' and like

the Japanese econorny, has not been responding to the huge stimulus

packages handed out by the Bush adminis

L.ro.-or. increase in the size of the US

flated dot.com/tele-com boom of the late

sis, once the bubtrle burst'

Crisis in the US EconomY
Intheyear2a02theUSjoinedJapanin,whateconomistscall,a

I_iquidity irap: a situation in which the short-ierm nominal interest rates

(controlied by the central bank), are so low (now'down to l '25% in the

i-lS; una so llosely connected to the level of aggregate demand' that

further reductions are ineffective in fighting recession' The only time

such a situation existed rvas dunng the Great Depression during the

1930s.'InadditiontheUSfacesthebiggeststockdeflationsince
the 1930s - since early 2000 there has been a continuous lalt in

the stock market index, whereby Americans have lost some $8

trillion of net rvorth on the LIS stock exchange"r0

A report says that the ongoing recession is firmly dated to March
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2001' since then, in the past 2 years,2.l million jobs have beenlost in manufacturing arone uro uno,rr"r one m,rion in the ser-vice sector. Measured by emptoyment, this is the worst reces_sion in the US since th.e 
-c..ui 

n.f."..iorr. Jobressness is now at6%o of the working population and is expected to rise to 6%o/oby endJune' compared to 3 'go/o in- 2000. gy rut. Sept 02, the us census Bu-reau reported that thenumber of peopre living u.i"*,ir" p-#r[ rinerose by 1.3 miltion i" 
?gTl,pushing up the tot'ut ,r_U", 

"1p"". 
rn ,fr.uS to 33 mirlion or 1r.7yo oftt""popurution. At the same time theaverage househord income fel',2.2i/, in 2002, for the first time in adecade.

record high at $7 tr,rion of 7 00/oof the GNp in the fi rst quarter of 200 1 .. over the last two years the uS has witnessed an unprecedented
uding giants of the FORTIINE 500

as the largest in US history. With
large as Enron and four times as

had 60,000 ernployees in 65 coun_

traffic. smitted half the world,s Internet

ropped 5.2%o in 2001 and 5.7%o
Iine since World War II.rr US
st 73.5%;o of their capacity; i.e.
the car industry is even *oi.. _
a 2 million more cars a year, as it
pacity. Ford is planning to slash
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production by t6 per cent, or 9 lakh vehicles, by 2004, shutting five
plants and slashing 12,000 jobs.r5

The telecommunications industry took on $2.1 trillion in debt be-
tween 1996 and 2000 and jacked up investment by l5 per cent per year
in real terms. Each firm tried to steal a march on the others, on the
basis ofprojections ofamassive growth in demand. By 2000 the telecom
industry accounted for a quarter of the increase in the IJS economy,s
equipment spending. Today the world has 39 million miles of fibre-optic
lines, and telecom networks are operating at three percent of their
capacity. In addition, despite 45 semiconductor fabricating plants hav-
ing shut cown in the uS, the American semiconductor industry is said
to suffer from l5 per cent overcapacity.16

rt is a classic case of a crisis of over-production. In the past,
lowering interest rates caused all business cycle indicaf6ls - produc-
tion, sales, and employrnent 

- to move upwards. on this occasion,
though interest rates have been reduced 12 times (in 13 months) to as
low as l.25yo, there appears to be no light at the end of the tunnel.
Besides, in order to create demand the Bush administration has given
to the rich over $130 billion ayear (for the next 10 years) in tax cuts.
But even this stimulus has not worked. In the US two-thirds of the
GDP comes from consumer spending. But with household indebted-
ness so large, it undermined consumer spending. American households
had more debt than disposable income for the first time since 1999. By
early 2001household debt grew to 120%o of disposable income.rT

what is even worse is that all the economic fundamentals of the US
are exceedingly fragile. A slight disturbance can bring the economy
crumbling down. rn2002 the US dollar had fallen about 20o/o againstall
major currencies, particularly the Euro - the largest drop in value since
1987. In 2002 the trade deficit crossed $456 billion ; i.e. 5yo of the GDp.
To cover this huge deficit, capital inflows of'doilars must be $ I .5 billion
per day. Ifconfidence in the dollar falls and investors from capital sur-
plus countries park their money elsewhere, the S will crash.

In addition. the budget, which has been in surplus all these years, is
expected to run up a deficit of $300 biliion this year.r8 The uS is also
the most indebted country in the world with a domestic and foreign debt
approaching $3.4 trillion or S12,000 (Rs.6lakhs) per capita. Not only
that, States and many municipalities are grappring with their worst fis-
cal crisis since world war II. Thousands are being laid off every month
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and some states have even delayed medicare payments for six months.

From surpluses through the 1990, it is projected that state deficits in

2003 will be $29 billion, rising to #82 billion in 2004'

The crisis of overproduction and a falling rate of profit makes the

scramble for world markets all the more desperate. with the uS eco-

nomic crisis so deep, the government, acting on behalf of its powerful

TNC combines, will go to any length to gain further access to markets

and sources of raw materials. More vigorous arm-twisting, threats, and

further wars of conquest are bound to follow. The extent of the fierce-

ness of US policy makers in this regard, is even to be seen in

India, with the US governmer' once again putting India on the

Special 301 watch list (on NIaY 2,2
against the country. This is inspite of t
ernment has bended over backwards to

the wTo and other such imperialist bodies. In other words the US is

demanding even furthercapitulationto its demands. This orderhas come

immediately in the wake of the Iraq conquest.

of course, such attacks on the backward countries of the world will
continue; but what has particularly disturbed the US is the rise of the

euro. For the first time in the post ww II era a culrency has risen as a

potential threat to the hegemony of the dollar. For the first time the

decline in the US economy was threatening to result in a rival imperial-

ist center displacing its domination over the world's economy'

Dollar Hegemony & the Rise of the Euro
Normally, a country whose national debt grows rapidly faces seri-

ous problems. Investors worry that it will not be able to service its

debts, and they begin withdrawing their investments; bankers re fuse to

provide it fresh loans; and the country soon suffers a balance ofpay-

ments crisis. If the debtor is a third world country, it is forced to turn for

loans to the Intemational Monetary Fund and the World Bank. These

two institutions in tum stipulate aprogramme of 'structural adjustment',

which depresses the consumption of the vast majority, depresses the

cost of labour power, cheapens the country's raw materials exports,

hawks off public sectof assets and natural resources to foreign inves-

tors at cut-rate Prices, and so on.

Hou,ever, till now the united States has been able to run up a truly

giant national debt for a special reason. Being the world's leading capi-
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talist economy, and a military superpower' its currency has been used

for payments between .ot'ni'i"' (and therefore for their reserves of

foreign exchange as well)' When it needs to pay its debts it merely

issues a treasury bond (ie borrows from the capital rnarket) to which

investors from around ihe world rush to subscribe' Foreign investors

buy bonds issued by the government, but also American corporate bonds'

shares, and real estate. iirese inflows, soaking up as they do the world's

;;;ir;t, ensure that the US is able to import more than it exports' year

after year, without suffering the treatment handed out by the IMF and

World Bank to countries like Argentina'Brazll'India' and so on'

This endless suPP on the US re-

maining the supreme dollar remain-

ir,g tt .-"u.rency for owevef' that is

preciselY what rs now threatened'

After lraq, as count4r after country began switching to the euro

(See article Politics o7 At" " In this issue) the hegemony of the dollar

came under threat. Not only were some countries shifting to trade in

the euro, they began investing their surpluses/reserves in euros rather

than dollars. This process leJto the weakening of the dollar vis-i-vis

the euro, which is projected to drop even further by the end of this year'

Thi. *""k".ting o1the dollar further encourages countries to shift to

the euro.
So, as mentioned in the Aspects of India's Economy Nos' 3i &

j4, as the dollar's share of tmde declines' central banl<s will want

tlr"fr Tor"ign exchange '"'"*"' 
to be similarly distributed between

the two curuencies. Asian central banks have accounted for 80

per cent of the growth in globat forel7n exchange reserves' with

current holdings of a garg"antuan $l'5 trillion' most of it invested

in American bonds. Aiound 85 per cent of Asian centra.l-bank re-

serves are estimated to be in US dollars' '4shift of just 15 per cent

would subtract $225 billion from the dollar and add it to the euro'

Another source of huge funds were the continuous flow of petro-

dollars into the US. Afteritl, oil comprises 10%o of world merchandise

trade,andthebillionsofrevenuesgeneratedeachyearbytheArab
countries, flow back to the US in the form of dollar reserves of these

countnes.
But, the revelations that a stellar gallery of American corporq-

fions led by Enron and WorldCom have heen cooking their books'
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qnd that US rnanufacturing corporatiorts' profits feil by 65 per
cent between their 1997 peak and 2002, wourd arso unnerve for-
eign investors - who awn a reported $1.5 trittion in us corporate
equities - Also, with the Fed having drastically cut the interest rates (to
a nominal 1.25oh), in order to get the economy out of its crisis, there is
little attraction for US bonds any longer. All this would result in these
countries beginning to shift their funds to more secure investments. In
fact the process had already begun since 2001 and began to pick up
speed as the dollar continued its decline.

of course; there are certain checks on these trends. For one. the
world's major financial centres are still New york and London, and
Britain has still not joined the euro. The euro has as yet no financial
centre to rival London and New york. Thus Iran is hesitant to actually

The Carlyle Group

The kind of profit it makes is like that of any mafia outht - not count-
ing the standard 20%o cfi that goes to Carlyle's parbrers and managing
directors, the f,rrm's average annual rate of return has been 36%. oveianl
above this, the likes of George Bush Sr. are still paid roughJy s5 rakh
amually for the five odd lectures that he gives. One of the chiefs of
carlyle, carlucci, happens to bs a very crose friend of Donald Rumsfeld.
He claims he never discussed the .Crus 

contract
with him. Maybe, but the Crusader is on , making
it likely that the Pentagon will ultimatel sysrems
for g-5 billion.
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make the switch to the euro because London is still the financial centre

for Iran's overseas business.

Moreover, neither Europe nor the Asian economies want to see the

US economy collapse. First, they would not be able to liquidate their
holdings in the US before that happened, and therefore would suffer
huge losses. Secondly, the collapse of the US market for their goods

would deal them a heavy blow. Thirdly, if the dollar lost value, Ameri-
can goods would become cheap in terms of other currencies, and dis-
place European and Asian goods in their home markets. So, unlike Iraq,

the EU and Asia would want to proceed slowly, protecting the value of
their investments as they withdrew them.

However, that is assuming rational collective behaviour on the part
of investors, far removed from reality. Once a sudden shift takes place,

herd behaviour takes over. As each investor races to pull out his invest-
ments, investors collectively drag down the value of all their invest-
ments. "We seem to be approaching the cliff edge", says Avinash
Persaud, head of research at State Street, a leading New York-based
investment bank. "Even if everyone expects just a modest fall in the
dollar they end up getting a violent one, simply because everyone
will wait before buying" the dollar.'e

So, with the capture of Iraq and its huge oil reserves, the US can
prevent (or at least postpone) the catastrophic slide ofcounhies shift-
ing to the euro. In addition, of course, the US oil gia,rts stand to make
huge profits by cutting off France and Russia's massive interests in
Iraq. With Iraqi oil within its control the US will dictate terms, not only
to Saudi Arabia, but also to Iran, Russia, Yeneztela, all of who were
beginning to shift to the Euro. In fact it will in all probability make Iraq
pull out of the OPEC. So, through this military action it can, not only
safeguard its huge stocks ofpetro-dollars, itcan also prevent the kade
in oil shifting to the euro. So, the military action will give the US economy
big gains and prevent (for the time) the collapse of the dollar vis-d-vis
the euro. On the other hand this will be a severe hit to the euro, just as

it was beginning to rise.

Geo-politics of War
To sum up:
* The US, and indeed the world e0onomy, is suffering from a crisis

ofoverproduction.
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* In order to stave off recession, the US central bank has been
boosting demand by pumping in unprecedented amounts of credit.

* The US has the funds to do this because foreigners put their sav-
ings in US dollar assets.

* The US's overall global supremacy and in particular its control
over oil have sustained its status as the safest harbour for international
capital.

* However, the US's ability to soak up the world's savings is a

double-edged sword. If foreigners, who hold half or more of all the US
currency, should decide to dump the dollar, its value would plummet,
leading to yet more capital flying from the country.

* In order to prevent that happening, and to get foreign capital to
return, the US would have to raise its interest rates steeply.

*But if that were to be done, given the vast addition to US debt
since 1980, this time round a steep US interest rate hike could cause a
crash heard round the world. This would happen because debt-laden
American corporations and consumers would be unable to service their
debts. so their assets would flood the market; asset prices would col-
lapse, and banks - swamped with worthless assets instead of income

- would in turn collapse. In short, there is a threat of a new Great
Depression.

* For the time, with the military action on Iraq, the US will be able to
stave off the challenge of the euro and the super-profits from oil will
help in easing the recessionary conditions. A drop in oil prices will also
help consumer spending on other commodities, which is at a new low,
and on which the US economy is so dependent for it sustenance. It has

also opened out a huge new market to the US, not only in reconstruc-
tion activities, but also for grains, etc., all of which will be paid for from
oil revenrre shared with the new Iraqi puppet government.

Now, given the above scenario of a deepening economic cnsis, with
a crisis of over-production, there is a desperate scramble for markets.
This is particularly aggravated after the worldwide downtum since 2001 .

lnitially, in the early 1990s, the imperialists ganged up to increase
their penctration ten-fold into the backward countries, penetrate the
huge markets of a reformed (capitalist) China, and those that came
under the hegemony of the erstwhile USSR. Globalisation was the catch-
phrase of this massive offensive of Westem capital.

In the first phases there was largely collusion between the imperial-
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ist powers - they jointly aggressed on Iraq, they had a common under-
standing on the Balkans, they jointly launched their offensive against
the backward countries through the WTO, IMF, World Bank and even
the United Nations, and they peacefully competed for the newly opened
up markets of China, the USSR bloc, and the new markets pnsed open
by 'economic reforms' in the backward countries ofthe world. Thereby,
with this offensive the imperialists, particularly the US, saw windfall
galns.

Yet, competition within the capitalists was acute. This was reflected
in the frantic wave of Mergers and Acquisitions, creating monolithic
enterprises in order to oust the competitor. Also, big business in Europe
saw the necessity to merge, in order to withstand the competition of the
giants from across the Atlantic. This necessity led to the step-by-step
merger in Europe. First, there was the formation of the EU and then
the floating of the common curency, the Euro. So, by.the latter half of
the1990s, the EU, with all its dissentions, began to emerge as a con-
tender to the US. There were also plans for a separate European de-
fence, independent of NATO.

Tensions were growing even earlier. Trade wars, particularly on the
prices of agricultural commodities, which were simmering below, burst
out into the open at the Seattle WTO meet in 1999. The current Doha
round is deadlocked due to battles between the US and EU on this
issue. In trade, the US has leveled heavy tariffs on European steel
imports in order to protect its own industry. It has unilaterally retaliated
at what it sees as European restrictions on imports of American beef
and bananas, each retaliation accounting for a hundred million dollars
or so ofannual trade, and has rejected all European efforts to resolve
these disputes. Without sanction from any international body, the US
levels sanctions against European firms that deal with American en-
emies such as Cuba and Iran. More trade clashes lcom. The world's
biggest aeroplane makers, the American Boeing and the European Air-
bus, are fighting afrenziedbattle for shrinking orders. (See Box) In the
current year, a dispute is set to explode over agricultural subsidies, ge-
netically modified products, and overall agncultural trade.

Though united in their aggression of Yugoslavia on the Kosovo is-
sue, the US's arbitrary military methods began to surface, and the bulk
of the fruits were grabbed by the US. Again in Afghanistan, though
united in their aggression. LIS unilateralism came o'rt more bluntly; the
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EU was cast aside to play a peripheral role, and the US seized not only
Afghanistan but also the rich oil and gas deposits of Central Asia. The
spoils of war went only to the US (with the British being given a small
share); the EU countries were left with nursing humanitarian aid.

In other words, the US was beginning to use its military superiority
to upstage Europe. Besides, with Afghanistan, the war for conquest
and colonization has once again begun, ofcourse under the pretext ofa
fight against terrorism. As part of this we witness the Israeli Zionist's
new round of aggression against the Palestinians, with full backing of
the US. Here, 'regime change' has been peacefully achieved, with
Arafat being virtually turned into a figurehead, and all power passing to
the new puppet Prime Minister and his chosen ministry. But on the
Palestinian question trro contradictions with Europe have been intense,
with the EU not only supporting Arafat,but having funded a large part
of the Palestinian Authority over the years.

Meanwhile, at the diplomatic level US unilateralism began to mani-
fest crudely in all spheres - total contempt for the UN, and at all
international forums. Whether at the WTO (access to essential drugs),
or on the Kyoto protocol (on the environment), or on the World Food
Summit (where it pushed its biotechnology products, rather than hunger
of the poor), or on the Treaty on Torture (which the US refused to
sign), or on the Intemational Criminal Court (which it not only refused
to join, but even threatened those who joined up with sanctions), or
even at such innocuous bodies as the as the UNPopulation Fund (where
the US withdrew its funding on the pretext that the UNFPA was assist-

ing abortion in China), and even at the conference against Racism in
South Africa.

After 9/11, the US used the event as a pretext to flex its military
muscle throughout the world. By early 2002,the U.S. had sent troops
into the Philippines, into Yemen, and Somalia. It had set up 13 new
military bases in the oil-rich and gas-rich countries surrounding Af-
ghanistan. And it had embarked on the biggest military build-up since
the cold-war years of the Reagan administration. The joint chiefs of
staff hare quietly adopted a 20- to 30-year military plan for waging
warfare against different states and armed groups across the world. In
Ivfarch of 2002, the administration announced that it was prepared to
use tactical nuclear weapons in first strikes.

With the aggression and colonization of Iraq, the US has openly
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declared its intention to aggress and colonise any country that does not
bow to its dictates. rn other words the aggression on Iraq amounts
to an attack on all third world countries. Even before the war was

democracy. He also reminded Assad that with Iraq in US control, Syria
is ringed on all sides with pro-US regimes. obviously 'regime change,,
with or without war, in Syria, is only a matter of time. Iran too has been
threatened. Incidentally, both Syria and Iran have excellent relations
with the EU and Russia.

The writing on the wall is clear: Under the banner of the '.war on
terrorism," U.S. imperialism is utilizing its political, military, and eco-
nomic strengths to restructure relations throughout world and to en-
trench and fortify its position as the hegemonic power over the world
economy and the intemational system. U.s. imperialism is widening its
military superiority. It is seeking to secure monopolistic control over the
world's sources of oil - in the persian Gulf, caspian Sea, Afrioa and
the south china Sea. It is seeking more privileged access to markets
and raw materials. This is a quest to create the conditions for the un-
challenged exploitation ofhundreds ofmillions ofpeople throughout the
world.

Military Solution to an Economic Crisis

make up for its ebbing economic strength. Even before the 1990s,
as a superpower and in its'contention with the USSR. the uS had a
massive net of military bases throughout the world : 627 in Europe,
canada and the North Atlantic; l2l inthe pacific and South-East Asia;
39 in Latin America; and seven in the Middre East and Africa. The
l99l assault on Iraq helped bring about the US bases in Saudi Arabia;
its intervention in Bosnia, and later its assaurt on yugoslavia, brought it
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bases on the rim of Europe in case Europe should secede from the US-
dominated NATO. Since the invasion of Afghanistan, the picture has
changed dramatically. US bases - at first temporary but soon perma-
nent - sprang up in Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Ky.gyzstan, Afghanistan
and Pakistan, and US military advisors are stationed in Georgia. Ameri-
can naval vessels now regularly visit Indian ports, and anavalbase in
nofthern Sri Lanka appears in the offing with the uS intervening in the
Tamil national struggle there. "Over-all, the American military glo-
bal presence is more pervasive today than at any poinr in Anteri-
can history ", says John Pike, a military analyst in Washington.2o But
bases are not enough. The US needs to suppress the mass and political
forces that are struggling against it in these diverse regions. To meet
this need there is a massive hike in US spending to train foreign militar-
ies - which had already risen steeply during the 1990s (by 1999 US
Special Operations Forces were carryring out joint exercises with 152
countries). "It's like the counter-insurgency era all over again,, a
US Congressional aide is quoted as saying, referring to the Vietnam
war era. "Only lhis time we're going to be fighting 

,terrorisnt ,in_

stead of 'communism."' "On any given day before September I l,
according to the Defence Department, more than 60,000 [USJ mili-
lary personnel were conducting temporary operations and exer-
cises in about 100 countries."21

And in the ongoing military adventure of the US there is no
military force that is any match to the us. rt accounts for 40oh of
defence production worldwide, and (together with Britain) 50yo
of the arms exports.rz

With economies of roughly the same size ($8 trillion), Europe (in-
cluding Britain) will spend roughly $ 180 billion on defence this year, to
the US's $440 billion * an extra $75 billion for Iraq. Britain spends
about $35 billion, Russia $31 billion and china $44 billion. whire the uS
spends 3.5o/o of its GDP on defence. the EU-15 spends l.9o/o.23 In
other words the uS/British/Israei AXIS rvill be spending over $550
billion on defence, while the rest of Europe rvill spend a mere S150
billion. It is a very uneven match, and Europe has further fissures. Be-
sides it is not merely the expenditure, the US has today the most sophis-
ticated arms, including the most deadly nuclear arsenal. Though France,
Germany and Belgium have planned to go ahead with their own Force
(independent of NATO) and France plans to increase its military hard-

-l
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ware by $14 billion per year for the next six years, it will take much
time to catch up with the US. Though an alliance with Russia may give
it some teeth, due to Russia's nuclear arsenal, they will still be no match
to the AXIS powers in a conventional war.

If we turn to exports, we find that in the year 2000, US arms exports
was $14.2 billion; UK $5 billion; Russia $3.5 billion; France 1.5 billion;
Germany $0.8 billion; Sweden & China $0.5 billion each. The main
arms importers, except China, were govemments close to the US, and

those likely to be a part of the US global strategies. Between 1996 and

2000 the main importers were: Taiwan $12.2 billion; Saudi Arabia $8.2
billion; Turkey Si5.8 billion; China $5 billion and India $4.2 billion.'za

Besides the military bases already mentioned, the US today has 12

armadas or battleship groups, each based on a giant aircraft carrier
(like Enterprise) which patrol the 7-seas round the clock. As an ex-
ample the Enterprise is as high as a 20-storeyed building and 330 metres
long; it has a crew of 5,600 and 70 hi-tech aircraft; accompanying it are

l5 warships, including two submarines, 2 Cruisers, 6 destroyers, and
14,000 servicemen.

The arrogance of the AXIS, seen during the Iraq war and after, is
partly due to this overwhelming military superiority. Though France,
Germany, Russia and others made diplomatic moves against the AXIS
on Iraq (that too hesitantly) they could not dare lend military assistance,

even though it may mean loosing billions of dollars of interests in Iraq.
In such a scenario it is the gun that determines both the politics and the
economics. At best the allies will seek a part of the spoils of war through
diplomatic pressures and compromises. On the other hand, the cake
will be grabbed by the US TNCs, a few crumbs thrown to the
puppy Britain, and the US will utilize the doling out of other Iraqi
contracts primarily to seek to break the alliance of France, Ger-
many and Russia; particularly to isolate France, which has been
most vocal in its opposition.

Yet, due to the severe crisis in the US economy, the amount handed
out is likely to be a pittance, thereby only enhancing the contradiction
between the A)ilS and the other imperialist powers. In fact, even Brit-
ain is dissatisfied over the way the US has acted to monopolise the bulk
ofthe Iraqi contracts even before the rvar started. So, increasing con-
tention is inevitable.
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'Shock and Awe'do not Frighten the People of theWortd
As we write this article today news has come in that US troops

fired blindly into a procession taken out on the occasion of Saddam
Hussain's birthday, in a small town 50 kms from Baghdad. They were
demanding the US troops to get out. Official reports say l3 were killed
(6 children) and75 wounded. The actual figures would be much higher.
Since then, reports (though heavily censored) have been coming in of
demonstrations in numerous towns all over Iraq. So, resistance in Iraq
continues and will increase. Together with this, Israeli aggressiveness
against the Palestinians (the US's new 'road map') and US threats to
S1,ria, Iran and a lesser extent even Saudi Arabia (it has withdrawn it
military base from there, afraid of mass discontent) is tuming the entire
Middle East into a boiling cauldron. The entire Arab world is likely to
rise up in arms against, not only the AXIS, but also their Arab puppets
thatrule them.

But the US's destabalisation plans extend well beyond the Middle
East. Its domination of Central Asia through the occupation of Af-
ghanistan; its pincer movement in S.E. Asia by its threats to North
Korea (S. Korea already stations 37,000 US troops) and the setting up
of a base in the Philippines; its extensive military intervention in all the
countries of South Asia; its attempts to overthrow the government of
Chavezin Venezuela and its military intervention in Columbia; its stia-
tegic fear of China and its attempts to encircle and contain its growing
influence in Asia; and its high profile diplomatic offensive in Europe
and Russia to subvert the gtowing potential of a rival imperialist power
bloc - are all a part of the new grand strategy of the US impenalists to
build its Empire and maintain the hegemony of the Dollar.

This will result in great instability throughout the world, growing
militarisation, fascism, and wars of aggression by the US directly or
through their surrogates in other parts of the world. Increasing discon-
tent at home due to the growing economic crisis will be subverted through
a new kind of McCarthyism - fascist repression through the newly
built up 'Homeland Security'; mass hysteria whipped up by control of
the monopoly media (already seen after 9/11), and Gestapo-style intel-
ligence networks stretching deep into all sections of society. The so-
called rule of law is already being replaced by the rule of the mafia.
The Bushes, Rusmfelds, Cheneys. Ashcrofts, etc already speak in a
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Hitler style. And as the economic crisis deepens their ruthlessness, at

lboth home and abroad, will grow by leaps and bounds.

Yet, in reaction to the horrors of war, impovensation and glgbalisation,

we have already witnessed a mass upsurge throughout the world, par-

ticularly in the developed countries. The millions who have taken to the

streets before the war and even after have been unprecedented in their

size. But the war could not be stopped. On the contrary the ruthless-

ness and brutality of its 'shock and awe' campaign is to show to the

world the futility of opposing US designs. It was plannedto'shock and

awe, not only the Arabs, but also all dissidents throughout the world

and even potential dissidents. The rulers of some countries, who meekly

opposed the war, have themselves turned weak-kneed, many currying

favour to seek a piece ofthe spoils. This may, for some time, demoralise

a section of the mass upsurge. a feeling of helplessness in the face of
a mighty power may result in passivity amongst a section.

Yet, on the other hand, the brutalities will give rise to enorrnous

discontent and resentment. Besides, to look only at the immediate with-

out seeing the potential of the future can lead to some to wrong conclu-

sions. No doubt, in the face of such an inhuman kind monster the carni-

val-type opp<lsition of the West will have to take on a more militant

character to be at all effective. The growing anti-imperialist/globalisatron

cultural movement will have to take on more effective forms of struggle

and organization as well. But, in the present international scenario any

form of compromise with or appeasement of the AXIS forces will only

result in their increasing aggressiveness. History has shown that any

appeasement of the fascists only whets their appetite for greater ruth-

lessness.
Besides, 'shock and awe' may frighten some only in the immediate

sense. The recklessness of the AXIS, built on their arrogance of mili-
ts of resistance growing in
ster the people will soon

of struggle, whether rural

or urban, will be the only effective form to neutralize their mighty fire-

power. Today in haq, the US forces are panicky at even the smallest

form of guerrilla action, or even open mass actions. In such a situation

the AXIS forces will be hit on hundreds of fronts, turning their arro-

gance into a nightmare.'The more they extend their Empire, the more

they will get enmeshed in thousands of battles.
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and may even discreetly support anti-AXIS forces economically and
even militarily, in order that the US get bogged down on numerous
battle-fronts. Though there are much interlinking economic interests
across the Atlantic, (which tend to reduce the sharpness of the conflict
at times), growing contention between the rmperialist powers is inevi-
table. This will give a big boost to the anti-AXIS, anti-war movements
throughout the world. Even within the AXIS there is a large section of
the British ruling class opposed to it.

These two factors combined will knock the teeth out of the uS's
'shoc in such a sc
and d and develo
wide ent uniting
shengthen guerrilla and partisan combat; advance people's wars in the

the imperialist camp
the difficulties being
um into its opposite.

with correct tactics, the people's forces can, in the future, come on to
the offensive, turning the AXIS to the defensive.

In the oncoming battles it is the genuine communist forces alone
that will be able to give the lead for the type of struggres mentioned
above. Unfortunately today they are as yet weak. The big mass up-
surges chiefly involved a various assortment of forces dissatisfied with
the impact of globalisation. The communists and those seeing socialism
as the only alternative, were few. But, however small, if they, in future,
are in the forefront of the oncoming battles, they will win the confi-
dence ofthe vast masses that are at present uncertain about the future
due to the failures in the USSR and china. Merery debating the advan-
tages of socialism will have little impact over the vast masses. To be in
the forefront of the battles; to simultaneously scientifically analyse the
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present situation in a way that is convincing to all; and finally to linkall
this to the socialist alternative as the only possible alternative - could
be the most effective way to draw the advanced sections amoungst the
masses to the communist alternative.

No doubt the situation for a new revolutionary upsurge is tuming
more and more excellent. Amidst the impending great turmoil, and un-
told sufferings, sparks of a new light flash on the horizon. Let us all
together, hand in hand, walk towards that new dawn.
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World, a Boiling Gauldron
As Gontention lntensifies, WarGlouds Gather

Arvind

The world today is a boiling Cauldron. There is great disorder in
every corner. Everyday, in every part of the earth thousands more are
pushed to the brink - starvation, hunger, disease and desperation are
to be seen even in the most developed countries. The situation appears
hopeless for the multitudes; while the elite corner wealth on a scale
unheard of in the annuls of capitalism. Never before in the history of
capitalism have the contrasts been so extreme. Rage is therefore inevi-
table. Why, for example should the lakhs of starving humanity in India
die a slow agonising death, when virtual mountains of grain are seen
overflowing in all government godowns? Why should theyremain silent
spectators to a gory game where the winners and losers are pre-fixed?

In such a scenario anger, rage, revolt and revolution are not merely
legitimate, they become a necessit5r for mere survival. Passivity and
silence may be OK for the well-off, it means death for the poverty-
stricken. Endless discourses on violence and non-violence may be a
luxury to be enjoyed by the liberal intellectual, but for the poor there is
need for a daily battle with the owners of wealth, merely to survive.
And when this does not happen, it results in death by suicide, death by
starvation and hunger. Such deaths in India, thoughpassed offcasually,
have reached gigantic proportions; rnd are the direct result ofa hope-
lessness that comes from an fuabitity to fight injustice due to lack of
effective organisation and an increasingly terroristic state apparatus.

And as the economic and political crisis deepens, to the devastation
caused by poverty, is to be added the holocausts of war and state-
terror. Iraq, Palestine and Afghanistan are only the first victims of the
insatiable appetite of the voracious impenalist monster, particularly that
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of US imperialism. More victims are to come, unless of course resis-
tance ties them to the present battlegrounds. Resistance and organised
resistance alone are the only method to stop the onward march ofthese
tyrants.

Nearly three years of a severe economic crisis of the entire impen-
alist world does not appear to be coming to an end in spite of the mas-
sive fiscal and monetary packages to pull the economy out of the dumps.
The war in Iraq has no doubt, to some extent, increased the GDP rate
in the US and caused a small boom in the US stock-exchange, but still,
this largest economy in the world continues to be as sick as ever.

In this article, which should be seen as a follow up to earlier ones
written in this magazine on the same subject in the course of the past
two years, we show how the growing crisis is enhancing tensions be-
tween countries, particularly between the two major global players, the
US and EU (and to some extent even Russia), leading to a renewed
build-up of military stockpiles. The old dictu m that " imp erialis m m eans
war" looks exceedingly relevant even today. And imperialism in crisis
means more fterce wars.

.DEEPENING ECONOMIC CRISIS
Except for Russia, which has been seeing some economic growth

over the past few years, all the other major developed cogntries have
been continuing into their third year of economic crisis, which begirn in
March 2001. The forecast for GDP growth in the world's developed
countries in 2003 is a mere 1.7%o (under 2.5%o is treated as recession).1
In September this year Argentina defaulted on its $3 billion debt repay-
ment to the IMF - the biggest single missed payment in the IMF's
history.2 According to the UN Labour Agency, the number ofjobless
worldwide has risen by 20 million over the past two years and hundreds
of millions more atre employed, but make so little money that they can
barely survive. Al1 the major economies of the developed countries
continue in a state of atrophy, notwithstanding the huge packages to
bail them out.

The US Bubble
There is much media hype that at last the US economy, the major

economic grou,th engine in the world, is now recovering and so the
situation of depression the world over is on the verge of change. For
this the 30% rise in the value of the stock market and the 2nd Quarter
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GDP growth rate of 2.4oh is given as an example (though growth in the
I st Quarter was a mere 0 .5%). Arso consumer consumption has slightly
grown. This is only the surface appearance, driven by two factors: (a)
the largest run-up in government spending since the Viebram War; in
the second Quarter of this year government spending rose by an
annualised 22%o contributing roughly 15% of the 2.4% growth. (b)
Massive pump-priming (infusion of funds) of the economy whereby the
US has accumulated an additionar $ 7 trillion debt in three years to
expand the economy by $ I triuion, resulting in the lowest net national
savings rate the US has recorded in recent history. Besides, in June
2003, the Fed cut the interest rate for the thirteenth time since the start
of the economic turndown in 2001, bringing its rowest level in 45 years
at l%o.3

over the past three years the US's economy has received the big-
gestmonetary and fiscal stimulus in history. This has resulted in tuming
a budget surplus (1.4% of GDp in 2000) to a massive budget deficit of
about $500 billion (4.6% of GDp) in the current year.a Not only this the
current Account Deficit (excess of imports over exports) has grown
from loh of GDP in 1997 to 5.lo/o of GDp in the current year-- in
other words, the trade gap grows at the rate of $l-2 billion per day.
Even in this period of "growth" job-losses in the uS have been sky-
rocketing at about 5-7 lakhs per month, taking the unemploynent rate
to 6.40/o of the total labour force.

The US economy has fallen to its worst hiring slump in 20 years.
Since March 2001 two millionjobs have been lost and one million have
dropped out of the labour force. The uS economy sent 1.4 million people
into poverty last year. overall lz.4% of the population (35 million people)
live in poverfy today.s

So, in spite of all the hype we find the US economy in a fragile
condition, boosted by various artificial means - a new bubble which
could burst at any time. Both the current account deficit and the budget
deficits are around a huge $ 500 billion each.

The massive current account deficit can be met only due to the
infusion of dollar funds from the reserves of various countries. It is
these funds that help balance the deficit. Ifthrs dries up because ofthe
low interest rates and lack of confidence in the dollar. the US will face
a severe balance of payment crisis. In fact already the euro area, which
was one of the main centres for US securities, have yielded place to
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Asia and Latin America. In the year 2000, the Euro area purchaseo
25%o of the total foreign purchases of dollar-denominated assets; in
2002 this fell to a mere 5Yo. On the other hand Japan's share increased
from9%oto l7oh, while that of East Asia and Latin America increased
froml9o/oto35%,. Injustthe second quarter of2003 Japan and China
bought $39 billion and,$27 billion respectively-this alone would fund
45oh of the US's 2nd Quarter current account deficit. It is then no
wonder that Bush recently buckled under Chinese pressure on the is-
sue of Taiwan. China accounts for a total of 11.3Yo of all foreign ex-
change reserves in the world, and if this were shifted to the euro area

the US economy would face serious problems.

The huge tax cuts by the Bush administration (to boost consumer
spending) and the gigantic leap in defence/homeland-security expendi-
hrre, have fuelled the spiralling budgetary deficit. This has created other
problems. Consumer spending has created a boom in the housing mar-
ket, creating yet anotherbubble which could burst any day. In addition,
in the first six months of 2003 household debt has increased at its fast-
est pace in 17 years. For the last 40 years, up to 1997, America's pri-
vate sector was always a net saver (meaning that total income of house-
holds and hrms was greater than their spending). But in the year 2000
private sector 'savings' was a net deficit of a huge 5% of GDP. In just
one year the ratio of debt to household income grew from 102?/o in
2001to 117%oin2002.6

In fact the entire US economy is seriously debt-ridden - the people
are in debt, the corporations are in debt, the government is in debt, and
even the States are in huge debts.

Till today the huge US economy is the chief motor of eco-
nomic growth worldwide. It accounted for 60oh of cumulative
GDP growth since 1995. If this were to falter the entire world
economy would head for a crash. For the last two-and-a-half years,
not onlv is it faltering, it is going deeper and deeper into the
morass. It is sick to the core and no amount of fiscaVmonetarv
medicine has been able to cure it. It is hoping to get out of this
crisis through wars of conquest, to seize the natural resources
of other countries (as in Iraq and central Asia), and markets to
boost its sluggish industrial growth.

Other Major Economies
In Europe, the growth rates of France and Germany have been
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faltering for the past three years. Italy, Canada and the UK are all
showing sluggishness. Japan, after one of the longest recessions in liv-
ing memory, is still in bad shape.

In the second quarter of2003(April to June), the euro zone econo-
mies stagnated, hit by recession in two of its majo,.economies - Ger-
many and Italy. Germany's economy contracted Q.2o/o inthe I st euar-
ter and 0.1% in the 2nd Quarter. Italy shrunk 0.lYo inboth euarters.
There was deepening recession in the Dutch economy, which shrunk
0.5% in the 2nd Quarter. Growth in the entire euro zone in the Znd,

Quarter was a mere 0.4Yo.T\atis deep recession.T To help get out of
this crisis the European central Bank also trimmed interest rates in
June 2003, to a record low of2%o.

Though Japan's GDP grew at2.6%o in the lst Quarter, its growth of
nominal GDP continuedto shrink. Japan's GLIP deflator (fall inprices)
was as big as 3.3%o from z year ago - the biggest decline of any rich
countqr in over 50 years. Falling prices are particularly troublesome
when Japan's debts loom dangerously large.s

The Russian economy is set to grow by 60/o inthe currenf year, The
recovery over the past few years is built primarily on the hike in world
oil prices 

- oil exports are roughly half of Russia's exports; and activ-
ity relating to oil comprises a fifth of Russia's GDp. The economic
devastation Russia suffered in the 1990s was even worse than WWII.
During 1940-46, Soviet industrial production fellZ4%.In 1990-99, th6
fall was 60%o,whileGDP fell54%The crippling financial crisis of 1998
resulted in a debt default of $40 billion.'But since the last three years
there has been some revival. Yet, its economic size is still small (equal
to that of Belgium) compared to the three powerhouses of the US,
Europe and Japan. But, this economic revival has resulted in greater
political assertion intemationally and even military muscle-flexing, par-
ticularly in its backyard - the cIS countries of the former soviet Union.
In this, the Putin era can be differentiated from the slavish yeltsin era.

Besides these the only other major economy in the world is that of
China, which has wibressed a consistent high growth rate after the
restoration of capitalism in that counFy. It absorbs a massive amount of
foreign capital each year - to the tune of $40 billion - and acts as a
major source ofproduction due to its excessively cheap labour. It also
acts as a big market for commodities. It is also fast expanding its mar-
kets throughout south and south-east Asia. It uses its economic clout as
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a bargaining tool, but is playing, as yet, a lorv-key role in international
affairs..

So, we see that overall in the three major economies of the world -
the US, Europe and Japan - simultaneous recessions continues into
their third year. These continuous recessionary conditions restrict the

markets for commodities and thereby result in an intensification ofthe
trade wars.

GROWING SCRAMBLE FOR MARKETS

The debacle at Cancun is a reflection of the growing contention for
markets, between the two major players, Europe and the US, and those

aligned on either side of the battlefield. Stnce Cancun there has been

little progress in the WTO negotiations. In fact it has been the reverse

- - the EU which had agreed to remove two of the four Singapore

issues (investment and competition policy) from the agenda, now speaks

of talks going ahead on all ibur. Soon after Cancun the US ridiculed the

WTO, saying it will henceforth go for bilateral agreements. Also the

EU had insisted that the WTO decision-making structure should be

first overhauled before serious WTO negotiations can begin. Re-nego-

tiations were fixed to start once again on Dec.15, 03, but, till date, there

is no news of any progess.

Today, in fact protectionism is growing in all the major counhies. In
November 2003 the EU Executive approved a proposal to launch sanc-

tions gradually on the US from March 2004. This is in lieu of a WTO
ruling allowing the EU to impose penalties on up to $4 billion of US
imports. The EU has wamed the US to repeal the export tax breaks to
avoid the sanctions being imposed. In this conflict the US was forced to

retract on its recently imposed steel tariff.
The conflictbetween the two aerospace giants, Airbus and Boeing,

has become so acute that, for the first time ever, top US aerospace and

military figures boycotted the opening of the Paris Air Show in June

2003,aprestigious event held every two years. French Defence Minis-
ter said that the US was pursuing the "logic of an economic war".

In Latrn America the US aim to envelope the entire continent in a

trade agreement, FTAA, is facing serious problems with Cuba leading
the opposition, drawing in countries like Venezuela and Brazll.In fact,
Cuba u'ent so far as to insist that the WSF be shifted back to Porto

Alegre in 2005, to use it to lobby for opposition to FTAA. Meanwhile
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the US continues its attempts to destabilise the governments of chavez
in venezuela and castro in cuba. The US again vetoed a resolution in
the UN against the lifting of the embargo on Cuba. And this year, USAID
has earmarked $1.602 million to creare'independent'NGOs in Cuba
and $2.132 nrillion to bring about"regime cltange" there.

Besides the trade wars, the conflict over Iraq was basically on who
should control the rich natural resources. America seized the country
and its rich oil-fields using its military might. It was not willing to share
the spoils with its erstwhile allies. So the differences over the conduct
of the war. Here all the lucrative contracts have gone to Bush cronies.
Halliburton (formerly run by vice-president, Dick Cheney), which has
comered the bulk of the lucrative contracts, has already been able to
tum a loss into a record second-quarter net income of $26 million.

In Afghanistan too the main aim was control of the rich oil and
natural gas of Central Asia. Here oil deposits alone are valued at $ 3
trillion. In the course of the past five years US investment in the region
has risen from nil to $20 billion. British Petroleum alone plans to invest
$12 billion in the region (mostly Azerbarjan) in the course of the next
eight years. A US mining company has grabbed the rich Uzbek gold
mines. Already the US and British control 27%o of the Caspian Sea oil
and 40Yo of the natural gas. But, Russia's recent new assertion is to be
seen once again in this region. On the economic front itscored a major
coup against the US with the signing of a mega-deal in April 2003 with
Turkmenistan for the purchase of all its gas exports during the next 25
years. This deal effectively kills a US-backed altemative trans-Caspian
route via ihe South Caucasus and Turkey to Europe; and also puts a big
questicn mark over Washington's plan to build a gas pipeline from
Turkmenistan via Afghanistan to Pakistan. In addition, during putin's
visit to London in early July 2003, the two sides signed a multi-billion-
dollar deal to build a gas pipeline from Russia to Britain

But the main threat to dollar-domination now comes from the Euro.
For the first time in the post WW-U period a curen.y has risen to
challenge the hegemony of the dollar. The value of the Euro has risen
by 20% in the.last year to rsach a four-year high of $ 1.2 to the Euro.
With ballooning current account deficits and budget deficit, the US these
days is a less attractive place for investors to put money; and other
countries, like Japan, scarcely look better. So Europe, by virtue ofits
stability and relatively sturdier public finances, has soaked up a lot of
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capital.
The shift towards the Euro is particularly noticea$e in the global

bond market, with many South-east Asian Muslim countries investing

their 1'995 to 1999,53Yo

of all in the 12 EuroPean

curre in dollars' Central

Banks are beginning to diversiff their re-serves to reduce dependence

on the dollar.
And as the stagnation and crises in ttre economies continue the

scramble for markets is bognd to intensifflAnd, with this political and

military contention will grow'

MILITARISATION AND GROWNG CONTEflTrc}il '

Militarisation of economies, growingicqntedtiodhnd wars are all an

the liberal is that they desire a war-free world without understanding

the inner alist sYste the

present s olled war ut a

war for c It is not a the

creators of the existing state of affairs; but on the contrary the existing

state of affairs, with imperialism in crisis, that throws up the Bushes or

itics by o1h9-q means. And
c interest's,:political PolicY
to enhagthe unsusPecting

civilian masses. One cannot exist without the other. And in a bourgeois

cess, whatever may be the foul means used to achieve it. So, to expect

to reform it, as many an NGO may dream, is wishful thinking - an
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illusion that helps the status quo.
So, with this understanding let us look at the inner dynamics of the

threatening war-situation hovering around the globe.
The prime mover for wars throughout the world is US imperialism

-- the number one enemy of all manki,d. They have their presence
throughout the globe and seek to extend and deepen their penetration
everywhere.

America spends 4To of its GDp on defence, while Europe spends
halfofthat. The defence budget has skyrocketed in the Bush era from
$300 billion in 2000 to $ 400 billion in the current year. That is, the uS
alone will spend nearly half of the whole world's military spentling of
$839 billion. If we add the funds expended for the Iraq war thus far
(Dec. 2003), the US govemment spends more on the military sector
than on education, employment, fircd aid, housing, penslons, public health
and welfare combined. The uS economy is highly militarised. In addi-
tion, US arrns exports accounts for half of the world's total.ro

A full third of US engineers and scientists work for the DoD (De-
partment of Defence) or else military contractors of the DoD. They
are not only dependent on the DoD, but committed to it. Not only does
the uS government spend more on its DoD than anyone else on the
planet, but also 75%o of the govemment funds for research and devel-
opment go to military projects (and so, to the scientists and engineers
who work on arms). Furthermore, a million workers toil in just l0 of the
largest arms firms. Not surprisingly, when the stock market crashed
after 9l11, three companies posted huge gains. All were weapons mak-
ers: Raytheon (up 37o/o), Nothrup Grumman (up 2l .2%o) and, Alliant
Tech Systems (tp 23.5o/o). These arms companies have made cease-
less profits for decades.rl

In the early 1990s, the arms merchants of the US with the most
muscle combined in a series of spectacular mergers to produce the
three largest defence producers in the world: Lockheed Martin at $35
billion is followed byBoeing (which only recently swallowedMcDonnell
Douglas), and then Raytheon (which owns Hughes Aircraft and rexas
Instruments). These three companies get gigantic subsidies from the
US govemment: Lockheed gets $15 billion, Boeing $12 billion and
Raytheon $6.3 billion. There are a large number of people within the
Bush adminis!'ation are linked to the military-industnal comprex. They
are: Dick Cheney's wife once sat on the Lockheed board; Chief of
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Staffto Cheney, Lewis Libby, was a'consultant with Northrup Grumman;
Under Secretary for Defence,Dov ZakJrreim, worked for the defence
firm, Systems Planning Corporation and advised Northrup Grumman;
Under Secretary of Policy, Douglas Feith's former law firm represented

Northrup Grumman; Under-Secretary for Personnel, David Chu, pre-
sided over the Rand Corporation; Air Force secretary, James Roche,
presided over Northrup Grumman; Air Force Assistant Secretary, Pe-

ter Teets, ran Lockheed Martin; and Deputy Secretary of State, Rich-
ard Armitage's consulting firrn, worked with Raytheon, Boeing,
Haliburton and others.

Besides, the military employs 5" I million and has the greatest world-
wide reach. It is this military-industrial complex that dominates large
parts of the US economy and politics. With its huge budgets it, in addi-
tion has thousands and thousands ofpeople and companies dependent

on it for their orders. It is a colossus, which survives on war and mass

murder. Death and destruction is its source of profits.
In its contention with the US, France and Germany has been des-

perately seeking to build up a defence force independent of NATO,
which the US has been vehemently opposing. Finally, in October 2003

an Accord was stuck on Defence, but only after Britain got the Four
(Germany, France, Belgium and Luxemburg) to drop their demand for
a EU Military Headquarters separate from NATO. In addition, US pen-
etration inlo the European Defence industry retards independent growth
of a potential rival: the Cariyle Group is buying the aerospace arm of
the troubled Fiat; One Equity Partners, an investment fund, recently
purchased the German naval shipyard, HDW; and Boeing is eyeing the

British giant BAE (which has a one-fifth stake in Airbus).
Recently the EU's attempts to tighten its unity by having a new

Constitution collapsed due to sabotage by the pro-US forces of Britain,
Spain and Poland. While Germany and France u,anted power to be

weighted according to population size, Spain and Poland opposed it.
With the break-down of the Summit a Franco-Gerrnan alliance is being
threatened with a view to build a two-tier EU - those strongly united
and the rest in a loose federation. l'he Franco-German Union proposes

common armies, diplomatic corpse and the sharing of France's IIN
seat in the IIN Security Council.

In October 2003 Russia put forward a new defence policy, which
vowed to use military force to uphold its strategic interests; and un-
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veiled plans for and all-round defence build up. Buoyed with its eco-

nomic recovery, Moscow said Russia is ready to use military force to
defend its interests in the former Soviet states. The defence Minister
said "Rnssia retains the right lo prevenlive use of military strikes if
faced with attempts to limit Russia's access to regions that are es-

sential for its survival, or those that are important to it from an

economic orfinancial point ofview". The threat ofpre-emptive strikes
sends a clear warning to the US to accept Russia's dominant role in the

CIS countries.
In September 2003 Russia opened an air base in Kyragyzstan. This

is the first military base set up by Russia abroad after the collapse of
the Soviet Union. This will provide air support to the collective rapid
reaction force of the CSTO. The Collective Security Treaty Organisation
comprises Russia, Kyrgyzstan, iajikistan, Kazakhstan, as well as Belarus

and Armenia. Russia has maintained a military presence in 10 out of
the 12 CIS states and has now decided to boost these. It has decided
also not to further cut its troops and keep it at its present level of 1.1

million.
Contention with the US in this region is bound to grow as the US has

already entrenched itself there. In addition to US bases in Uzbekistan
and Kyrgystan, the US is helping Kazakhstan set up a naval base on
the Caspian Sea, close to the Russian border and seeking to lease 3
military bases in Tajikistan. It conducts regular war exercises with
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, and has lunched officer-train-
ing programmes with Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan. The US has signed a

defence cooperation pact with Georgia and is helping Azerbaijan boost
its naval power in its row with Iran in the sharing of the Caspian oil
fields.

So, in the coming days tensions between Russia and the US in Cen-
tral Asia and the Caucasus are bound to intensify.

Today the US has divided the world up into five military com-
mands with 4-star Generals to match; and keeps several hun-
dred thousand troops on active duty in 137 countries around the
globe.

The main victims of this growing contention are to be the backward
countries of the world, which will be the immediate battleground for
their power-play.
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CRISIS PIJSHES BURDEN ON TO THE BACKS OF BACKWARD
COUNTRIES

When the imperialists face a crisis they invariably seek to push the
burdenof the crisis onto the backs of the peopie of the backward coi.rn-

tries. The policies of globalisation are just that. And with the downturn
since 2001 this is becoming all the more intense.

With the crisis of overproduction getting all the more acute the
scramble for markets becornes all the fiercer. A case in point was the
1997 S.E.A.sian crisis, which was a eiassic example of how the TNCs
battered tht: economies of these countries, only to take over their as-

sets for a song. The same was the case a couple of years earlier with
Latin America. The same too is a continuing, though more gradual pro-
cess, pushed through by IMF/WB conditionalities and WTO stipula-
tions.

Never before have inequalities reached such gigantic proportions.
Today the 500 richest families own $ 1.54 trillion wealth - i.e. more
than the combined income of three billion people.12 The oil major
ExxonMobil had profits (value added) equal to Pakistan's GDP, at $62
billion (in the year 2000). The value-added ofjust the 10 largest TNCs
was nearly equal to the GDP of India ($478 billion in 2000).

When the anti-globalisation movement seeks to look for a "better
world" it must factor in the reality that what is taking place are cold-
calculated steps by the big powers and not any spontaneous develop-
ments. In their ftenzy to maximise profits they resort to the most ruth-
less and despicable means. After all let us not forget two world wars
were fought for markets and profits. Today's Bushes and Blairs are no
less than the Hitlers and Mussolinis of earlier times. And the TNCs of
today are no less than the big business houses that supported the fas-
cists then. To present one example of the S.E.Asian 'crisis' shows how
the international financiers smash economies and destroy theirpeople's
livelihoods. S,E.Asia was followed by Turkey, then Brazil and the even
more devastating attack on Argentina. Today Argentina is a totally de-
stroyed country.

Take the S.E.Asian crisis. First they n-rade these countries make
their currencies convertible on current account, to allow the unhindered
flow of dollars in and out of the country. The economies were simulta-
neously geared fully to imports/exports - to outsource materials using
their cheap labour and to create a market for the finished products
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fro Having created such a warped economy
the I attack rn 1997,by overnight withdrawing
all resulted in a run on their currencies resultl
ing in a crash. with the resulting bankruptcies the TNCs marched in
and bought over the companies and banks at throw-away prices. This
was nothing short of a neo-colonial attack on these countries, little dif-
ferent from what Robert Clive did in colonial times.

Even their own mouthprece, The Econontist, (Feb.g, 2003) had this
to say: "For nruch of the region, the crisis destroyed wealth on a
massive scale and sent absolute poverty shooting up. In the bank-
irtg system alone, corporate loans ecluivalenl to around half of
one year'-t GDP wenl bad - a destruction of savir:gs on a scale
more usually ctssocialed wilh full scale war,,.

Since 1999 ti systematically swallow-
ing up industries, t too at throw-away prices
in the S.E.Asian lariy concentrated on the

(30% of GDP) and these assets were slowly handed over to the mer-
chantbanks GE Capital, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, etc. The car
giant, Daewoo, was taken over by General Motors. Korea,s biggest
conglomerate, Hyundai, was being bought over by he US insurance
giant, AIG. The US Newbridge capital took over Korea First Bank.
GoldmanSachs took over the bank Kookmin, through a $500 million
investment. The trFC (International Finance corporation, the private
sector arm of the world Bank) not only put in $50 million into Hana
Bank and $25 rnillion into Long-Term credit Bank, but also arranged a
rigorous programme of technical assistance to help the govemment sell
out to foreign bidders.

south Korea, Taaila*d and Indonesia alr opened their doors to allow
full foreign ownership of local banks. The world's biggest and most
powerful banks 

- HSBC, Citigroup, Deutsche and the like _ swamped
into the area, not willing to miss out on a chance of a iifetime. In Indo-
nesia, its biggest retail bank, Bank central Asia. was sold to an Ameri-
can private-equity fim. Farallon capital Management. Next on the block
is indonesia's biggest bank, Bank Mandira, followed by Bank Donamon.
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A similar process took place following the Latin American banking

crisis of 1994-95 - here foreign banks raised their share ofthe local

banking system from 6%o to 22o/, in Mexico, and from l5o/o to 55o/, in

Argentina.
While in these countries of Asia foreign capital (particularly US)

have entered with speed to swallow up the entire economies, in other

backward countries they enter more stealthily, step by stem. The entire

policies of the WTO and the structural adjustments of the IMF/WB are

geared to push economies into the arms of the imperialist octopus'

Take India for example, banks have been thrown open to the TNCs

and the government has decided tg reduce its stake even in publie sec-

tor banks to just 33o/n. T\e process of take-over has begun rvith the

recent capture of UTI Bank by the British multinational bank, HSBC.

Through this step the HSBC will spread its tentacles far and wide as

HSBC has just 34 branches to UTI Bank's 220 branches' Simulta-

neously, the Centurion Bank has been taken over by sleazy o\rerseas

equity funds. In another article here we have already seen that whiie

thousands are being pushed to starvation and death each day in India,

big business is making crores and the country is being systematically

handed over to the foreign powers and their TNCs. It is their political

agents in India that are the prime movers of this sell-out. One of its

chief agents in India is Chandrababu Naidu of AP. Yet, though the,ASF

was held in Hyderabad, and was purportedly organised against

globalisation, they said not a word against this stooge.

While such is the case of Asia and Latiri America, Africa is a lost

continent. Totally marginalised in the globalistion pantheon. It is just

being robbed of its natural wealth, with no concerrl for development,

even ofa basic kind. Its popuiation is ravaged not only by hunger and

starvation, but by intemecine strife and now even HIV.
Such is the horrifying situation throughout the world, particularly in

the backward countries. If the imperialist rampage is allowed to con-

tinue as it has been doing over the past decade there will be death and

destruction on a scale unheard ofbefore. Particularly given its serious

crisis over the past three years its policies will become all the more

ferocious. Like a mad rabid dog it will create havoc everywhere.
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WHAT THEN IS THE ANSWER
When one looks for solutions it must be based on realities and a

scientific understanding of the situation. Let us then recap once again
as to what is likely to be the immediate future for the worlds' people.

First, the ecoflotic crisis is likely to deepen. This though will not be
even, some..'irzill be more affected than others. Uneven development is
a law of imperialism. Immediately this will necessarily result in: greater
exploitation of the people throughout the world (even in the developed
countries) in order to sustain profits; increasing and more intensified
attaeks on bachilard countries in order to enhance the imperialist loot

- either indirectly through their agents in these countries or, where this
is not possible,'by wars of aggression; a greater scramble amongst the
imperialist power for a shrinking market and for sources of raw mate-

.rials - growing contention worldrvide; and greater militarisation of
economies, which promotes demand in a sluggish consumer rnarket,
and gives teeth to big capital's ability to swallow others.

Second, the resulting impoverisation of the masses will be sought to
be controlled or dissipated to allow the crisis-ridden exploitative loot to
continue unhindered. This will require the twin weapons of fascism to
crush discontent and diyersion through social reform. The enormous
suffering that this crisis urilf impose on the people will inevitably result
in growing peoples' anger and revolt. This will first and foremost sought
to be pacified or diffused, utilising the services of the social-democrats
and the NGOs. When not possible, the fascist arm of the state will
snfsl 

- whipping up commtrnal/racist demagogy and brutal repres-
sion. The fascist trends within the ruling classes are already visible all
over the world, and has beeq particularly intensified after 9/l 1.

Third, ofall the imperialistpowers, it is US imperialism that will be
the most dangerous and aggressive force on the earth and the number
one enemy of the worlds' people. It is today the main source of war
and the most reactionary force stomping the world in its jack-boots.
Wounded and injured by the economic crisis in its bloated economy, it
will turn all the more ruthless, sparing no one who dares stand up to
their dictates. It will not tolerate even the slightest dissent, let alone
opposition. The Bush dictum, "those who are not with us, are against
us" - will rule.
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This is to be the bleak future before us. In such a scenario what

then needs to be done?

First there is need to differentiate real friends (those sincerely op-

posing imperialism, or even aspects of it, from whichever angle) from

ieal enemies (those who are fake or imperialist planted Trojan horses).

Second, there is need to unite all genuine anti-imperialist forces to

buil m and their lack-

€yS, ing the growing

diss to PrimarilYrelY

on the genuine democrats.

Third, it must be understood that the impenalists and all their agents

will never reform; unless they are hit they will not fall. So, primarily the

task lies in awakening millions in each country of the world against the

evils of impenalist globalisation and war, and organising them into mili-

tant battles against the enemY-

Fourth, as Iraq has shown, as the battle intensifies, guerrilla war-

fare, relying on the masses, is the most effective weapon against a

monster armed with the most sophisticated weaponry. Apeople's war

is the only answer to the imperialist sponsored wars on the masses and

gering in particular.- 
Let then all revolutionaries and democrats unite to build a strong

force against the common enemy. Already the mass upsurges in the

west are an indication of the peoples' growing strength worldwide. In

addition, the Maoist people's wars in many countries like Nepal, Philip-

as to be invincible - that alone rvill send all reactionanes into flight and

panlc.

Notes:
1. Economic Times; June19,03
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2^. E-conomic ?nizes; Sept. I l, 03
3. Economic Times;Ocr.2l O3
4. The Economtsl; June 2g 03

t t. Ibid
12. Economic Times; October, l0 2003
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A.PFEI\DD(

OneBillion= 100 crore

One Trillion I tOoo billio.,

StockExchange:
This is a Market that deals in long-terrn company securities (stocks

and shares) and government securities (bonds). The stock exchange

performs two principal functions. It provides (a) a primary or new-

issue market where new capital for investment and other purposes can

be raised by the issue of financiai securities; (b) a secondary market

for dealing in existing securities, which facilitates the easy transferabil-

ity of securities from sellerto buyer. The stockexchange thus occupies

an important position in the bourgeois financial system by providing a

mechanism for converting individual's savings into investrnents for use

by companies. In India the two major stock exchanges are the Bombay

Stock Exchange (BSE) and the National Stock Exchange at Delhi. Of
late, most cities in the country also hai'e stock exchanges.

Joint-stock Cornpanies :

This is a form of company where a number of people contribute

funds to finance a FIRM in return for SHARES in the company. Joint-

stockcompanies are able to raise funds by issuing shares to large num-

ber of SHAREHOLDERS and thus able to raise more capital to fi-
nance their operations than could a sole proprietor or even a partner-

ship. once ajoint-stock company is formed itbecomes a separate legal

entity from its shareholders, able to enter into contracts with suppliers

and customers. This is a convenient ruse of the bourgeois system where

the owner of the company can absolve himself of all fraudulent activi-

ties, acting through the 'company'' Joint-stock companies are man-

aged by the board ofdirectors, supposedly appointed by the sharehold-

ers, but in fact appointed either by the promoter (i.e. the person who

starts the company) or those who control bulk shares of the company.

The directors report the progress of the company to the shareholders at

an ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
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There are two types ofjoint-stock companies:

") Private contpany. where the maximum number of sharehold-
ers is limited to 50 and the shares the cornpany issues cannot be bought
and sold at the stock exchange. such companies carry the term Lim-
ited (Ltd) after their name.

b) Public cotnpany. Where there are a minimum of 7 sharehold-
ers; but otherwise such a company can have an unumited number of
shareholders. Shares in a public company can be bought and sold on
the stock exchange and so can be bought by the public. Most big firms
are public companies, as in this way they are able to comer vast amounts
ofmoney (savings) from thousands ofpeople. though the shareholders
are the official owners of the company, it is the management that ef-
fectively controls the company.

Shares:
Financial Securities issued by a joint-stock company as a means of

raising long-term capital are catrled shares. The Shareholders of a
company are its legal owners and are entitled to a share in the profits.
Shares are traded on the Stock Exchange. The share price is determined
by supply and demand. The face value of the share certificate is the
price at which company sells it, at the time of a new issue. Ifthe company
does well (or due to speculation) the market value of the share certificate
on the stock exchange rises weil above its face value. If it does badly
the price drops.

shareholders are individuals who contribute funds to finance a
joint-stock company in return for shares in that company. There are
two main type of shareholders: (a) holders of Ordinary Shares (equity

- 
these comprise the major shareholders) and are entitled to a divi-

dend, based on the company's profits; (b) holders ofpreference Shares,
who are entitled to a fixed dividend (like an interest payment), no mat-
ter what the profit or loss of the company. In case of bankruptcy, they
have the.first claim on the assets of the company.

The Share Capital is the money employed in a joint-stock company
that has been subscribed by the shareholders of the company in the
form of Ordinary Sharcs (equity) and preference Shares and which
will remain as a pennanent source of finance as long as the company
remains in existence.

Market Capitalisation is the market value (not the face value) of
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the share capital as quoted on the stock exchange. of late this has

become the basis for the valuation of companies and not its asset value.

This is an irrational method of valuation, as the value fluctuates enor-

mously, depending on many factors, like speculative trading on the stock

exchange. An example was the market capitalization of dot com com-

panies, which reach ed dizzyingheights, unconnected with the real value

of th" .o-panies or the prof-rts eamed. These crashed, when the specu-

lative bubble burst.

The Stock Index is the number quoted on a stock exchange at a

given time, indicating the fluctuations in the value of the shares. Index

numberings are normally set by using a cut-off date, giving the value of

100 on that date. At a future date, an increase in value of the share

prices by, say, 207o, would mean that the index will rise to 120. If a

week laier it drops by, say, 10% the index would fall to 108. So, for

example, the BSE index hovers around 3000 to 6000 depending on the

value of the shares on a particul ar day.A bear condition is said to exist

when the index is low or falling; while a bull condition is said to exist

when the index is high or rising. If there is heavy selling, demand drops

and the index falls" Ifthere is heavy buying, by say FIIs, there is heavy

demand and the index can be artificially boosted. With Foreign Institu-

tional Investors (FIIs) dominating the Bombay Stock Exchange, through

the huge funds at their disposal, they are able to manipulate the stock

exchange index through large-scale buying and selling on the stock

market. They thereby make windfall profits through speculative activ-

ity on the Indian stock markets.

GDP (Gross Domestic Product):
The GDP is the total money value of all final goods and services

produced in an economy over a one-year period. GDP can be measured

ty calculating the sum of the value added (i.e. by new value created

through production and services) by each industry in producing the

y.ur,, output. There are also other methods of calculating the figure.

The growth rate in the GDP is an important measure for estimating the

health of an economy. So, for example, if the GDP increases from one

year to the next by So/o,the growth rate for that year is 5%o.Thar means

itrat ttre value added in the given year through economic activity

(industrial, agricultural and through service) is 50% more than what it

was in the previous year. If there is a contraction of the economy, the
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GDP is minus. That means the value added during the current year ls

less than that in the previous year.

Gross domestic fixed capital formation is the total spending on

Fixed Investment (plant, equipment, etc.) in an economy over a one-

year period. This chiefly comprises of government investments, and

private investments (both local and foreign). However, because of
Capital Consumption (fixed capital lost due to wear and tear) the net

domestic-fixed-capital formation may be considerably less than the

gross investment.
Per-capita income is the national income of a country divided by

the population. This gives the average income for every man, woman

and child in a country if it were all shared out equally. But the distribution

of income is not equal, so the per-capita income is not a good indicator

of the living standards of the people.

Financial Sector:
It is that part of the economy concemed with the transaction of

financial bodies. Financial bodies provide money, transmission services

and loan facilities, and influence the workings in the 'real' economy by

acting as intermediaries in channeling savings and other funds into

investment uses.

The Financial System is the network of Financial bodies (ban]<s,

commercial banks, building societies, etc') and markets (money market,

stock exchange) dealing in a variety of financial instruments (bank

deposits, treasury Bills, stocks and shares, etc.) that are engaged in

money transmission and the lending and borrowing of funds.

Commercial Banks are banks that accept deposits of money from

customers and provides them with a payments transmission service

(cheques) together with saving and loan facilities. A commercial bank

has the dual purpose of being able to meet currency withdrawals on

demand and of putting its funds to profitable use'

Merchant Banks are specialist instifirtions which advises client

companies on new shares and underwrites such issues (i.e. guarantees

to buy up any shares which are not sold on the open market). They also

advise companies in mergers and acquisitions. In America these banks

have grown into monoliths dorninating the financial world. companies

like Morgan Stanley, Merill Lynch, Goldman Sachs and Lehman Bros,

are giants whose octopus-like claws stretch out in all directions of the
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financial markets.
Venture Capital is any share capital or loans subscribed to a firm

by financial specialists (for example, the venture-capital arms of the

commercial banks and insurance companies), thus enabling the firm to

undertake investments in processes and products which because of
theirnovelty are rated as especially high-riskprojects, and as such would

not attract conventional finance.

A Treasury Bill ir a financial security issued through the discount

market by the govenrtnent as a means of borrowing money for short-

term periods of time (3 months). Most Treasury Bills are purchased by

commercial banks and held as part of their reserve-asset ratio.

Public Debt:
The public Debt is th: national debt and other miscellaneous debt

for which the government is ultimately accountable. Such miscellaneous

ddbt would include, for example, the accumulated debts ofnationalized

industries.
Debt Servicing is the cost of meeting interestpayments andregular

contractual repayments of principal on a loan along with any

administrative charges borne by the borrower.

Foreign Exchange:
These are foreign currencies that are exchanged for a country's

domestic cuffency in the financing of intemational trade and foreign

investment.
International reserves or foreign exchange reserves are

monetary assets that are used to settle Balance-of-payments deficits

between countries. International reserves comprise chiefly gold and

foreign exchange (particularly in US dollars).

Balance-of-payments (BoP) is a statement of a country's trade

and financial transactions with the rest of the world over a particular

period of time, usually one year. The account is divided up into two

main parts: (a) current account, and (b) investment and other capital

transactions.
The current account shows the country's profit and loss in day-

to-day dealings. It is made up of two headings. The 'visible' trade

balance (Trade Balance 
-i.e. 

deficit or surplus) indicates the difference

between the value of exporls and imports of goods (raw materials and

fuels, foodstuffs, semi-processed products and fi nish.-d manufactures).
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The second group oftransactions make up the 'invisible'balance. These
include eamings from payments for such services as banking, insurance
and tourism. It also includes interest and profits on investments and
loans, government receipts and spending on defence, overseas
administration, etc.

In addition to current account transactions there are also currency
flows into and out of the country related to capital itsm5 

- 
inysstment

monies spent by companies on new plant and the purchase of assets,

borrowing by the govemment, and inter-bank/stock exchange dealings
in sterling and foreign currency.

The current balance, and the investment and other capital flows,
together with the balancing item, result in the BoP. This figure shows
whether the country has incurred an overall surplus ordeficit. India has
huge current accouit deficits, which is balanced by the big inflow of
foreign investments (FDIs & FIIs) and NRI deposits, giving a surplus.
But this 'surplus is illusory as the bulk of it comprises hot money by
foreign investors, which can be removed overnight.

Financial Bubble
'Money' is for making more 'Money' in Capitalism. It has to, for

otherwise, it steadily loses it's value. Idle money buys lesser and lesser
goods as loses it's value due to inflation. Thus, 'Capital' is for amassing
more 'Capital' in Capitalism.

Traditionally, Capital was invested in productive resources, human
resources etc. to generate surplus value/profits, to accumulate more
capital. When accumulated'Capital' is lent for suchpurposes itbecomes
'Finance Capital'.

As Capitalism developed increasing inequalities all around, this uneven
development affected demand for various products, as the purchasing
power did not keep pace with the ability to produce. Recurrent
overproduction rendered'Finance Capital' idle.

Such slackening of industrial production at the global level and the
consequent falling rate of return in the'productive'economy of the
world compelled global finance capital to seek other avenues to maintain
theirprofit levels.

The enormous arnounts of idle cash the Middle East gathered selling
oil is one such classic example. These 'petro-dollars', as they were
called, were parked in Intemational Banks and needed to be invested
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or lent somewhere to pay interest to the owners of the money and earn
commissions for the bankers. It was this money that became the source
for the notorious third world debt from the late 1970's.

From the 1980's huge amounts of finance capital began to be lenV
investeC, in speculations on real estate, stock rnarket, debt, thtrd world
country's tin-pot dictat<-rrs etc. all over the world.

T'here is always a risk even when you invest in land for cultivation,
buy seed for sowing, invest in a factory or start a business. These risks
were at least based on reality, real demand, real purchasing power, real
products, real quality etc.

The investments/loans of finance capital, on the other hand, were
based on speculative risks. Risks and turbulence ofthis 'finance market'
itself became the only source of whatever returns.

With deregulation sweeping the major financial markets during the
1970's, risk-prone business soon became the chief source of financial
involvement. Of the different strategies in the international financial
market, non-bank financial involvement emerged as a major form of
activity, pushing aside traditional operations ofbanks at the banking and
industrylevel.

As the booming financial flows were increasingly dissociated from
the 'real' sector with low growth rates of GDP in the OECD countries,
tendencies arose of banks to finance myriads of activities including
corporate mergers and acquisitions and real estate transactions. As
returns on money capital could only be maintainedby creation of debt,
finance sought outlets beyond industry in particular because the latter
was unable to absorb the growth in finances. The result was a

proliferations of financial transactions, rvhich continued on its own,
without relation to the 'real' sector. Speculation, invoiving a high degree

of risk, generated the demand for a substantial part of financial flows.
This has resulted in the stock markets being excessively volatile

resulting in, what has come to be called, 'Casino Capitalism'. Money
trading also in interest rates, equity shares, commodity prices, foreign
exchange rates and in derivatives (futures, options etc.) has reached
gigantic proportions absorbing vast amounts of capital accumulation. In
addition vast sums have also moved into the debt and bond markets.
Not only that, with falling iehrms in Industry, 'finance capital' has sought
outlet through an unprecedented w'ave of Mergers & Acquisitions (M
& A), where big TNCs (Transnational Corporations) have swallowed
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up not only other smaller companies but also other TNCs of equal srze.

It is these unimaginable sums of money, which, during this period of
globalizations, has gone to fund a speculative bubble 

- 
the financial

bubble 
- 

away from the 'real' prodnctive economy. But, when the

'real' economy u'ent into a demand recession, this financial bubble also

burst.

Internet Bubble
In the last halfof I 998 and the first halfof 1 999, Investors caught up

in 'Internet mania' drove Intemet stocks up to 400 percent, while the S

& P 500 Index and the Dow Jones Industrial Average increased 18.9

percent.
While the Internet boom is real, it's valuation was insane. In 1999,

Anthony B. Perkins calculated that tte 133 Internet companies that

went public since Netscape in 1995 could be overvalued by as much as

$ 230 billion.
Ihus the market valuation of Internet companies & Dot.com Com-

panies began to be referred to as the 'Internet Bubble' about to burst.

A 50 percent-pius meltdown was predicted. It was worse when the

bubble actually burst.
First the tacts. According to International Data Corp. (IDC) , Some

160 million people around the world are logged on to the internet; bv
2003, IDC expects that figure to mushroom to 500 million.

At least 30 percent ofU.S. companies are represented on the World
Wide Web. Advertisement on the internet more than doubled in 1998 to

$ 1.92 billion, for the first time surpassing the amount spent on outdoor

advertising such ass billboards. This was expected to grow to $ 8 billion
by the year 2002.

Such Expectations ofUsage & Income coupled with the notion that

the value of any network increases by the square of the number of
people using it- Fueled an unprecedented spiral of market valuation and

rush of investments to the Intemet companies
By 1999, the market wealth creation (notional value) by the internet

($ 236 billion) on an equivalent basis, exceeded that created by the PC

($ 221 billion) Industry
In I 998 alone the venture capital industry raised 1 39 new funds and

invested over $ l7 billion in new capital startups-the biggestjump in
the history of venture capital. This lead to a public mania of investing in
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Internet company stocks by borrowing on their credit cards' As the

stock prices escalated, so did consumer spending and debt'

Yaioo's share price jumped 584 percent, Amazon jumped 966 per-

cent, AOL jumped 586 percent. Then, 95% of the dot com companres

failed. The bubble burst. In the year since April 2000, The technology

hearry NASDAQ stock exchange alone lost $ 2 trillion in value

iccording to NASSCOM, There are over eighty-thousand India-

related websites that have sucked in investments of over $ 5 billion and

ICRApredictsthatonlyarounrl20majorlndianintemetcompanieswill
survive in the next four to five years'

Social SecuritY SYstem
In the developed countries those who are unemployed get a mitrimum

unemploynentpay'whichalllwstheindividualtosurvive.Thoughthese
faciSiies are also being drastically cut, the social security system tn

these countries are incornparable with what exists in third world

countries like India. Besides, with greater general wealth in these

imperialist countries, built from the loot of the baclcward countries, the

uuitityoftheindividualtocushionlossofincomethroughjobcutsis
muchmore.

Intheunderdevelopedcountriesthereisnosocjalsecuritysl.Stem,
andlossofincomecanmeanstarvationanddeath.Besides'withthe
generallylowlevelsofeamingcapacity,theabilitytocushionsudden
j"ot to.u". etc. is fast reducing' In addition, with saving systems being

looted by the powerful (lite the NBFCs" UTI and even banks) and

interest iates Uling drastically cut, savings are vanishing - adding to

the already existing insecurities in life'

OECD
EconomicCo.operationandDevelopmentorganization(oECD),

isaninternationalorganizationfoundedinlg6ltostimulateeconomic
progress and world trade. Members in the late 1

iia, Aust iu, Belgium, Canada, the CzechRepub

France, Getmany, Greece, Hunga y, Iceland' Ire

embourg, Mexico, The Netherlands, New Zealand'Norway' Portugal'

Spain, Siveden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Krngdom' and the Unired

States.
The convention establishing the OECD was sigued on Dec- 14' 1 960'

by l8 European countries, the United States' and Canada and went into
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sisted of fewer than 200,000 officers aud men. Under his direction it
expanded in less than four years to a welr-trained and w.ell-equipped
force of 8,300,000.

In other words this military general, responsible for the butchery of
millions, was the father of the Marshall plan.

Marshall Plan, formally EUROpEAN RECOVERY PROGRAM
(April 1948-December 1951), was the U.S.-sponsored progranr de_
signed to rehabilitate the economies of l7 western and southern Euro-
pean nations in order to create stable conditions in which dernocratic
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C. Marshall advar,ced the idea of a European self'-help program, to be

financed by the United States in order to counter the communist threat..

On the basis of a unified plan for western European economic recon-

struction presented by a committee representing 16 countries, the U.S.

Congress authorized the establishment of the European Recovery Pro-

gram. Aid was originally offered to almost all the European countries,

including those under military occupation by the U.S.S.R. The U.S.S.R.

early on withdrew from participation in the plan, however, and was

soon foilowed by the other eastern European nations under its influ-
ence. This left the following countries to participate in the plan: Austria,

Belgium, Denmark, France, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,

TheNetherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the

United Kingdom, and western Germany.

CIS Countries:
They comprise the erstwhile countries of the USSR - Armenia,

Azerbaijan,Belorussia, Estonia, Geo t gia, Kazal<hstan, Kirghiz ia, Lafar ia,

Lithuania, Moldova, Tadj ikistan, Ilkraine, Uzbekistan.

LDC'S
The 49 countries with an average per capita income of about $ 1 a

day, known as the least developed cotrntries, continued to suffer frorn

Iow prices for their commodity exports, rising protectionism in Westem

markets, high prices for imported food and for oil imports, declining

foreign aid, and, in sub-Saharan Africa, lower per-capita food produc-

tionbecause ofunwise economic policies and devastating drought.

Tt'rc 49 LDCs:
Afghanistan. Angola, Bangladesh, Benin, Bhutan, Burkina Faso,

Burundi, Cambodia, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad,

Comoros, Democratic Republic of Congo, Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea,

Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gambia, Guinea, GuineaBissau, Haiti, Kiribati, Laos

People' s Democratic Republic, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi,

Maldives, Mal i, Mawur itania, Mozambique, Myanmar, Nepal, Ni ger.

Rwanda, Samoa, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Sierra Leone,

Solomon Islands, Sonalia, Sudan, Togo, Tuvalu, Uganda, United Re-

publ ic o f T anzania, Vanuatu, Yemen, Zambia.

t
I
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Whot then would o recession of such

mognitud emeanf or thepeople?

If would meon,

First ond foremost, o greot dotger of
growing foscism ond wors.

Second, it will meon heightened
contention between the mojor imperiolist
powers.

Third, it will meon greater dominotion
ond loot of third world countries.

And f ourth, it meons greot
revolutionory potentiol for the oppressed
mosses of the world.


